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CHAPTER 1:  INTRODUCTORY OVERVIEW   

 

 

1.1 SCOPE OF THE THESIS 

 

The 2.400 – 2.4835 GHz band hosts a wide range of licensed ISM (Industrial, Scientific 

and Medical) products, unlicensed communications devices such as Bluetooth WPANs 

(wireless personal area networks), IEEE 802.11b’s Ethernet WLANs (wireless local area 

networks), and a myriad of other wireless gadgets like cordless phones and toys.  While 

broadband modulation techniques and low power generally ensure that these devices do 

not interfere with one another, interference may become a problem as the volume of users 

increases. 

 

The Bluetooth short-range radio specification is proposed as a standard that will make 

wireless networking ubiquitous.  However, like any other wireless technology, it will 

undoubtedly run into interference problems from other 2.4 GHz devices.  While 

microwave ovens are not the only ISM band application, they represent one of the most 

common applications and are some of the most powerful interference sources.  This 

thesis investigates the interference potential of microwave ovens operating in the ISM 

band to Bluetooth communication. 

 

Specifically, the investigation addresses the effect of microwave oven output power on 

Bluetooth data links.  An operating oven radiates power into the air that has peak 

emissions centered at the oven’s 2.45 MHz frequency of operation, and fluctuates from 

this value due to external parameters and oven mechanical imperfections.  The first step 

in the interference analysis is to characterize and collect spectral emissions of various 

microwave ovens.  From this data, three-dimensional plots of microwave radiated power 

versus ISM band frequencies over time periods are produced for different microwave 

ovens.  These plots are used to explain the results of future PER (packet erasure rate) 

experiments on Bluetooth data links using the same microwave ovens as interfering 

sources.   
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The Bluetooth PER and throughput tests are conducted in the CWT’s (Center for 

Wireless Telecommunications) Bluetooth lab, using CSR (Cambridge Silicone Radio) 

Bluetooth radios for the transmitter and receiver units.  These radios are controlled using 

the Bluetooth Protocol Stack software developed by Tom Rondeau.  A Tektronics 

Protocol Analyzer is used in conjunction with the Bluetooth Stack software to record 

packet transmissions between the master and slave units.     

 

Bluetooth employs Frequency Hopping Spread Spectrum, where the transmitting radio 

transmits a data packet on one frequency and rapidly hops to another of 79 possible 

frequencies to transmit the next packet.  In addition to causing packet errors, microwave 

oven power leakage at certain frequencies is sometimes sufficiently strong to cause data 

packets to be lost (dropped) as they are transmitted over the air.  The dropped packets are 

never seen by the Protocol Analyzer and thus are not included in it’s log file.  The lost 

packets are valid data transmitted across the link that are missing from an experiment’s 

recorded transmissions.  These lost packets can be accounted for if the frequency hop 

sequence used by the radios to transmit packets during an experiment is known.  The 

Bluetooth Frequency Hopping Selection Kernel, listed in the Bluetooth Baseband 

Specification, is implemented in Matlab to predict the sequence of hop frequencies on 

which data is transmitted, for any data link.  From this predicted frequency hop sequence, 

lost packets on each Bluetooth channel (frequency) are counted by subtracting the 

number of data transmissions per channel, recorded by the Protocol Analyzer, from the 

total number of transmissions per channel, predicted by Matlab.   

 

A method is devised to calibrate the Bluetooth receiver in order to measure the received 

power at a certain link distance.  The spectrum analyzer is used to measure Bluetooth 

received power levels transmitted at a particular frequency.  Given the Bluetooth 

channel’s received power and oven interference power level, a Matlab program allows 

calculation of a channel’s threshold Carrier- to- Interference Ratio (C/I).  A packet 

transmitted on a frequency is likely in error (or dropped) when the oven’s interfering 

power level on the frequency at that time causes the C/I to drop below this threshold C/I.  
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In this manner, the program can now predict a channel’s number of packet errors.  A 

comparison is made between the predicted number of packet errors and measured packet 

errors from experiments, to yield good results.   

    

Various oven-interference experiments are conducted in three different environmental 

scenarios:  a small building, a large office environment and outdoors.  All transmitted 

events of the experiments- data packets, erroneous packets and lost packets, are summed 

respectively for each Bluetooth channel in the ISM band.  The data is plotted in a bar 

graph using Microsoft Excel, for all Bluetooth frequencies in the band.  These composite 

graphs are compared with the oven spectral plots to describe an oven’s effect on 

Bluetooth transmission.          

 

 

1.2 RELEVANCE OF THIS WORK 

 

The work involved in this thesis is important for two main reasons.  Firstly, the novel 

measurement procedure devised to capture oven emissions is a cheap, easy and accurate 

alternative to taking real-time radio spectrum measurements.  A Real-Time Digital 

Spectrum Analyzer can record exact variations in the frequency content of an input signal 

over time.  Although using a Real-Time Spectrum Analyzer remains the most accurate 

way of capturing radiation measurements, these instruments are very expensive, and thus 

only a few (and lucky) researchers and engineers have access to them.  The radiation 

measurement procedure described in this thesis makes use of the more standard modern 

spectrum analyzer, which is a cheaper lab instrument available to the majority of field 

researchers.  The LabView program written to control the spectrum analyzer is relatively 

easy to code and will need minimal modification by anyone applying this technique for 

their own radio spectrum measurements.  Furthermore, the measurement procedure 

produces a more accurate representation of oven emitted spectra than previous attempts 

to characterize oven spectral emissions.  Past measurements of oven spectra utilized the 

max-hold function on the spectrum analyzer when taking frequency sweeps.  This 
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function produces a worst-case spectral measurement that does not necessarily represent 

an oven’s real-time emitted power level at a particular frequency.   

 

The measurement procedure described here triggers the spectrum analyzer’s frequency 

sweeps off the oven’s A.C. (alternating current) line voltage power supply, thus 

synchronizing the spectral sweeps with the oven’s operating period.  Finally, since the 

spectrum analyzer can be utilized to record power levels over a defined bandwidth, this 

measurement technique can be applied to a variety of interference environments or other 

measurement applications.   

 

Secondly, this work is a relevant contribution to those in the communication industry 

who are interested in studying interference to wireless technologies.  While microwave 

oven interference on Bluetooth is mentioned in the literature [1-10], there does not appear 

to be any specific Bluetooth/microwave oven interference analysis conducted.  This 

thesis is one of the first to analyze the co-existence problem by conducting actual 

measurements and interference experiments.  Data gathered from these experiments yield 

concrete evidence of the interference issue and enables us to draw some solid 

conclusions.  

   

 

1.3 OUTLINE OF THE THESIS 

 

The following sections describing the work of this thesis are laid out in chronological 

order.  Chapter Two describes details of the Bluetooth technology and microwave oven 

characteristics that are pertinent to this research.  In Chapter Three, the motivation for 

oven spectral characterization is discussed.  The flaw in previous spectrum measurement 

techniques is pointed out and the novel measurement technique is introduced and 

described.  Chapter Four describes the controlled, continuous-wave experiment, which is 

designed to selectively introduce interference on a particular channel and cause packet 

errors.  This “sanity check” experiment proved important as it led to the discovery of lost 

packet occurrence.  The procedure for calculating the number of lost packets per channel 
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in future interference experiments is discussed briefly.  In Chapter Five, the probability of 

PER (packet error rate) for each Bluetooth channel can be predicted, based on the oven 

spectral plots and measured Bluetooth received power.  Chapter Six describes the 

experimental setups and results of the interference experiments, conducted in various 

operating environments.  In Chapter Seven, conclusions are drawn from the interference 

experiments results.         
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CHAPTER 2:  BACKGROUND MATERIAL 
 

 

2.1 BLUETOOTH TECHNOLOGY OVERVIEW 

 

Bluetooth is an emerging standard for short-range low-cost wireless connectivity for 

consumer devices and Personal Area Networks (PAN).  Originally intended as a wire 

replacement for connections between computers, personal digital assistants (PDA), cell 

phones, and other devices, it has grown to become a personal area network (PAN) 

standard whose applications grow daily. 

 

It is a frequency hop spread spectrum system intended for worldwide operation in the 

unlicensed 2.45 GHz Industrial Scientific Medical (ISM) band.  In order to conform to 

the requirements of unlicensed operation, the Bluetooth radio link employs fast frequency 

hop (1600 hops/sec) spread spectrum.  However, Bluetooth is more than just a radio; it is 

an entire networking standard.  It is capable of transmitting both voice and data, and its 

software “stack” is designed to allow it to interface with a wide range of applications. 

 

The Bluetooth Special Interest Group (SIG) has made the Bluetooth standard widely 

available [13].  The major promoters of the SIG are 3Com, Ericsson, IBM, Lucent, 

Microsoft, Motorola, Nokia, and Toshiba, but total the number of SIG members exceeds 

2400.  With this kind of industrial support, Bluetooth promises to become a significant 

market force. 

 

 

2.2 BLUETOOTH NETWORKING AND OPERATION 

 

Bluetooth devices form ad hoc networks called piconets.  Up to eight devices can 

simultaneously participate in a piconet: a master and seven slaves.  One device in the 

network acts as the master and controls the time synchronization, hopping sequence, and 
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packet scheduling.  Independent piconets can operate simultaneously.  These multiple 

piconets are not time synchronized and each one employs a different hopping sequence.  

 

Figure 2.2.1 is a block diagram of the Bluetooth Stack.  Everything above the host 

controller interface (HCI) is software.  The functions above the HCI interface the 

Bluetooth device with the applications software.  Applications will interface with a 

Bluetooth device through a serial modem, a USB port, or a TCP/IP application.  The 

interface software contains a service discovery protocol (SAP) that permits Bluetooth 

devices to exchange information about their capabilities.  For example, a Bluetooth audio 

headset can tell another Bluetooth device that it can support audio, but it cannot act as a 

computer printer. 

Figure 2.2.1.  The Bluetooth Stack.   

 

The baseband and the radio functions below the HCI interface are firmware and radio 

hardware.  These functions control the actual transmission and reception of data, 

frequency hopping, and packet formation. 

 

The transmitter power for most Bluetooth devices is 0 dBm, and the receiver sensitivity is 

specified at –70 dBm.  This results in a nominal range of 10 cm to 10 m.  Transmitter 

power up to 20 dBm is permitted with the implementation of interference limiting power 

control.  With the higher power, ranges up to 100 m are possible. 
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2.3 FREQUENCY HOPPING SPREAD SPECTRUM (FHSS) 

 

Bluetooth transmits data by employing frequency-hopped spread spectrum.  Using this 

technology, the available 79 MHz ISM bandwidth is subdivided into non-overlapping, 

one MHz channels, as shown in Figure 2.3.1 below.   

 
Figure 2.3.1.  Bluetooth available bandwidth.   

 

The transmitting radio transmits a data packet on one of these 79 frequencies (channels) 

and rapidly hops to another frequency to transmit the next packet, and so on.  The 

sequence of frequencies to which the transmitting radio hops is predetermined, and is 

generated by a frequency selection kernel in the master radio unit.  The technology 

employs a time division duplex scheme where data is transmitted at a rate of 1600 

hops/sec.  Thus, time periods are divided into 1/1600 = 625 µsec slots.  Transmission 

from the master to the slaves begins with the even numbered slots and the slaves respond 

in the odd numbered slots. 

 

 

2.4 THE CO-EXISTENCE PROBLEM   

 

Title 47, Part 18, of the FCC Code of Federal Regulations [13] describes a wide range of 

low power radio devices for communications, sensing, and other applications operating in 

the ISM band.  Bluetooth is one of the “Part 15” devices which does not require a license 

for operation [4][5].   

 

The penalty that all unlicensed Part 15 devices must bear is that they may not give 

interference to licensed users of the operating band or to other Part 15 devices, and must 
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accept any interference to which they are subjected.  Thus, the transmitter power and the 

antennas of Part 15 devices are limited to prevent interference.  Bluetooth transmission 

power levels range from 0 dBm (1 milliwatt) up to a maximum of 20 dBm (.1 watt).   

 

Microwave ovens, on the other hand, are extremely powerful emitters that have effective 

isotropic radiated powers (EIRP) on the order of 16-33 dBm [4, p. 789].  Since ovens are 

Part 18 devices licensed for operation in the ISM band, their power emissions are not 

regulated by the FCC.  Oven emissions are regulated more by safety standards concerned 

with health hazards of emissions rather than their effect on unlicensed communication 

devices.  Therefore, the high-power emissions of ovens make them a major source of 

interference to Bluetooth communication.       

 

Unlike “listen-before-transmit” protocols like IEEE’s 802.11b system, Bluetooth does not 

care if there are transmitting interfering sources in operation.  For this reason, the 

technology has been affectionately called a “rude and robust” system.  Bluetooth is 

“rude” because it retransmits packets and thus negatively impacts the throughput of 

listen-before-transmit devices.  The technology is “robust” because it employs ARQ 

(Automatic Repeat Request), where the radio keeps retransmitting packets that are found 

to be erroneous until the packets are acknowledged as received correctly.   

 

Previous research has shown that microwave ovens output a rather narrowband 

interfering spectrum.  Although frequency hopping provides some relief from 

narrowband interferers like microwave ovens, certain Bluetooth channels are still greatly 

affected by oven interference.  The following section provides insight on how 

interference induces packet errors as data are transmitted over the air. 

 

 

2.5 PACKET TRANSMISSION OVERVIEW 

 

All data transferred between Bluetooth devices in a piconet are conveyed in packet 

format.  A packet is a segment of bits transmitted serially over the air from one Bluetooth 
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device to another.  Interference on Bluetooth data transmission is observed by measuring 

the data’s Packet Erasure Rate (PER) on each Bluetooth channel.  Packet Erasure Rate is 

the percent of dropped (lost) packets occurring out of all packets transmitted on a specific 

Bluetooth channel.  First, the Bluetooth Baseband packet structure, packet types, error 

correction and error checking is discussed.  This informs the reader of the fields in the 

packet where errors may occur and provides insight into how received packet errors are 

handled.  Based on this background material, the susceptibility of Bluetooth packets to 

microwave oven interference is analyzed.  

 

2.5.1 Baseband Packet Structure Overview 

   

The bit ordering when defining packets and messages is outlined in the Baseband 

Specification of the Bluetooth Core Specification, and follows the Little Endian format 

[9, p.47], i.e., the following rules apply: 

• The least significant bit (LSB) corresponds to b0; 

• The LSB is the first bit sent over the air; 

• In illustrations, the LSB is shown on the left side; 

 

The general packet format is shown below in Figure 2.5.1 [9, p.47].  Each packet consists 

of three entities: the access code, the header, and the payload.  In the figure, the number 

of bits per entity is indicated. 

 

 
Figure 2.5.1.  Standard packet format. 

 

The access code and header are of fixed size: 72 bits and 54 bits respectively.  The 

payload can range from zero to a maximum of 2745 bits.  The format of packets may 

consist of the (shortened) access code only (see ID packet discussed below), of the access 

code and header, or of the access code; header; and payload as shown above.         
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2.5.2. Bluetooth Packet Types and Data Rates 

 

The physical links set up by a Bluetooth piconet determine which packet types are used.  

Currently, there are two types of physical links defined:  the SCO (Synchronous 

Connection-Oriented link) and the ACL (Asynchronous Connection-Less link).  The 

SCO link between a master to a single slave supports time-bounded information, like 

voice.  ACL links provide packet-switched connections between a master to any slave, 

for data applications.  Since this research focuses on interference with Bluetooth data 

performance, only the ACL packets are discussed further.   

 

To indicate the different packets on a link, the 4-bit TYPE code is used.  Four control 

packets are common to all link types.  In addition, the six different packet types defined 

for the ACL link are described.  Table 2.5.2 below summarizes the packets defined so far 

for the ACL link.  The packet types have been divided into four segments [9, p.54].  The 

first segment is reserved for the four control packets common to all physical link types.  

The second segment is reserved for the two packet types occupying a single time slot 

during transmission.  The third segment lists the two defined packets that occupy three 

time slots.  Finally, the fourth segment is reserved for two packet types occupying five 

time slots.   

Table 2.5.2-1.  ACL link packet types 
Segment TYPE code 

b3b2b1b0 

Slot occupancy ACL link packet types 

0000 1 NULL 

0001 1 POLL 

0010 1 FHS 
1 

0011 1 DM1 

0100 1 DH1 
2 

1001 1 AUX1 

1010 3 DM3 
3 

1011 3 DH3 

1110 5 DM5 
4 

1111 5 DH5 
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Common Packet Types 

 

In addition to the four control packet types listed in segment 1 of the previous table, there 

is also an ID packet not listed.   

   

ID Packet 

 

The identity or ID packet consists of the device access code (DAC) or inquiry access 

code (IAC).  The packet has a fixed length of 68 bits.  It is a very robust packet since the 

receiver uses a bit correlator to match the received packet to the known bit sequence of 

the ID packet.  The packet is used in paging, inquiry and response routines [9, p.55].    

 

NULL Packet 

 

The NULL packet doesn’t have a payload and only contains the channel access code and 

packet header.  Its total (fixed) length is 126 bits.  The NULL packet is transmitted by the 

slave unit and is used to return link information to the master regarding the success of the 

previous transmission, or the status of the RX buffer.  The NULL packet does not have to 

be acknowledged [9, p. 55]. 

 

POLL Packet 

 

This packet is transmitted by the master unit to the slave.  Similar to the NULL packet, 

the POLL packet does not have a payload.  In contrast to the NULL packet, it requires a 

confirmation from the recipient slave unit.  When a slave receives a POLL packet, it must 

respond with a packet, as an acknowledgement of the POLL packet.  The POLL packet 

can be used by the master in a piconet to poll the slaves, which must respond even if they 

do not have information to send [9, p. 55]. 
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FHS Packet  

 

This is a special control packet that contains, among other things, the Bluetooth device 

address and clock of the sender.  The payload contains 144 information bits and a 16-bit 

CRC code.  The payload is coded with a rate 2/3 FEC which brings the gross payload 

length to 240 bits.  The FHS packet covers a single time slot [9, p. 56].      

 

ACL Packet types 

 

ACL packets are used on the asynchronous links.  The information carried can be user 

data or control data.  There are seven ACL packet types that have been defined.  Six of 

the ACL packets contain a CRC code, and retransmission is applied if no 

acknowledgement of proper reception is received.  The 7th ACL packet, called the AUX1 

packet, has no CRC and is not retransmitted.       

 

DM1 Packet  
 

DM1 (Data-Medium rate) is a very versatile packet type as it can be used for many 

applications.  It can be used to support control messages in any link type.  However, it 

can also carry regular user data, and thus is also an ACL packet type.  The payload 

contains up to 18 information bytes plus a 16-bit CRC code.  The DM1 packet covers up 

to a single time slot.  The information plus CRC bits are coded with a rate 2/3 FEC, 

which adds 5 parity bits to every 10-bit segment.  The payload header is 1 byte long, and 

contains a length indicator which specifies the number of user bytes [9, p.60].   

 

DH1 Packet   

 

This packet is similar to the DM1 packet, except that the information in the payload is not 

FEC encoded.  Thus, the DH1 frame can carry more data bits- up to 28 information bytes, 

plus a 16-bit CRC code.  DH stands for Data-High rate and this packet type covers up to 

a single time slot [9, p.60].   
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DM3 Packet 

 

The DM3 packet is a DM1 packet with an extended payload, and covers up to three time 

slots.  The payload contains up to 123 information bytes plus a 16-bit CRC code.  The 

payload header is 2 bytes long and also contains a length indicator specifying the number 

of user bytes.  When a DM3 packet is sent or received, the RF hop frequency does not 

change for a duration of three time slots [9, p.60].   

 

DH3 Packet 

 

This packet is similar to the DM3 packet, except that the information in the payload is not 

FEC encoded.  Thus, the DH3 packet can carry up to 185 information bytes plus a 16-bit 

CRC code and may cover up to three time slots.  When this packet is sent or received, the 

hop frequency does not change for a duration of three time slots [9, p. 61].    

 

DM5 Packet  

 

This packet type is the same as a DM1 packet with an extended payload.  DM5 packets 

may span up to five time slots and contains up to 226 information bytes.  The payload 

header is 2 bytes long and contains a length indicator specifying the number of user 

bytes.  When this packet is sent or received, the hop frequency does not change for a 

duration of five time slots [9, p.61].     

 

DH5 Packet 

 

This packet type is similar to the DM5 packet, except that the information in the payload 

is not FEC encoded.  As a result, the DH5 packet carries up to 341 information bytes plus 

a 16-bit CRC code.  The DH5 packet covers up to five time slots.  When this packet is 

sent or received, the hop frequency does not change for a duration of five time slots [9, 

p.61].   
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AUX1 Packet 

 

This packet resembles a DH1 packet with no CRC code.  The AUX1 packet can carry up 

to 30 information bytes and spans up to a single time slot [9, p.61].  This packet is not 

retransmitted if received erroneously.    

 

Table 2.5.2-2 gives the data rate, Rs, for various Bluetooth packets.  The data rates 

represent the maximum throughput assuming no packets are lost.  Even under ideal 

conditions, it is likely that the throughput will be less that what is listed in Table 2.5.2-2 

because packets maybe lost for other reasons.   

 

Table 2.5.2-2.  ACL packet types 

  
 

2.5.3. Error Correction 

 

Bluetooth uses two error correction techniques to reduce the number of errors occurring 

in received packets: 

• Forward error correction (FEC) 

• Automatic repeat request (ARQ) 
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FEC is used to encode the transmitted data packets so that the receiver can correct as well 

as detect errors.  Bluetooth applies one of two code rates in the FEC schemes used in 

packets- rate 1/3 or 2/3.  In a reasonable error-free environment, FEC adds unnecessary 

overhead that reduces the data throughput.  Thus, packet definitions were kept flexible to 

use FEC in the payload or not, resulting in the DM and DH packet types defined above 

for the ACL link [9, p.66].  Packet headers contain valuable link information, and thus 

need to be made more resilient to errors.  Thus, the header is always protected by a 1/3 

rate FEC in order to be able to sustain more bit errors.  The data payload of DM type 

packets are rate 2/3 FEC encoded.  As mentioned in the packet descriptions above, the 

information in the payload of DH type packets are not FEC encoded.         

 

The 1/3 rate error correction scheme is a simple 3-times repetition FEC code.  It is 

implemented by repeating all bits in the header field three times, as shown in Figure X.X 

below [9, p.66].  Thus, the scheme takes n=1 input bit and outputs k=3 bits, 

corresponding to the 1/3 rate.   

 

 
Figure 2.5.3.  Rate 1/3 FEC bit-repetition encoding scheme.       

 

The rate 2/3 FEC scheme is created using a (15,10) shortened Hamming code.  To 

summarize briefly, 10 data bits are fed into a linear feedback shift register (LFSR) and 

five parity bits are appended to the information bits.  Thus, each block of 10 information 

bits is encoded into a 15 bit codeword.  Amongst the packet types specifically used in the 

ACL link, this 2/3 rate FEC is used only in the DM and FHS packets.       

 

With the ARQ scheme, DM and DH packets are transmitted and retransmitted by the 

master unit until acknowledgement of a successful reception is returned by the receiver 

radio (or timeout is exceeded).  The acknowledgement is a 1-bit field, called ARQN, that 

informs the master of a successful transfer of payload data, and can be positive 

acknowledgement, ACK (i.e. successful reception), or negative acknowledgement, NAK 
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(i.e. data was not received).  The ARQN bit is “piggy-backed” in the header of the return 

packet.   

 

2.5.4 Error checking 

 

Even after employing an error correction scheme, some errors will still appear in the 

received data.  Thus, when a packet is received, the Bluetooth receiver systematically 

checks the packet for errors or wrong delivery.  This is done using the channel access 

code, the HEC (header error correction) in the header, and the CRC (cyclical redundancy 

check) in the payload [9, p.72].   

 

At packet reception, first the packet’s channel access code is checked to ensure that the 

packet is indeed transmitted by another Bluetooth device within the piconet.  Since the 

sync word in the access code is derived from the master’s 24-bit LAP (lower address 

part), a check is performed to determine if the LAP is correct.  This prevents the receiver 

from accepting a packet from another piconet [9, p.72].   

 

Following the Access Code Check, the packet undergoes the HEC and CRC error 

checking tests.  The HEC and CRC are used to check both on errors and on a wrong 

address [9, p.72].  This time, the validity of the transmitting unit is checked by looking at 

the UAP (upper address part) of the piconet’s master.  The Access Code Check passes 

packets with access codes derived from Bluetooth devices owning the same lower 

address parts, but different upper address parts.  These packets will be discarded after the 

HEC and CRC tests, when the UAP bits do not match.   

 

Errors in the data bits are checked with the 8-bit HEC and 16-bit CRC codewords.  The 

generation and check of the HEC and CRC are summarized in Figure 2.5.4-1. [9, p 73] 

and Figure 2.5.4-2 [9, p.74], respectively.   

 

In the transmitter, shift registers in the HEC/CRC circuitry are initialized with the 

master’s 8-bit UAP value before calculation of the HEC or CRC codewords.  Then the 
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packet’s header and payload information is shifted into the HEC and CRC generators, 

respectively, to create the HEC and CRC codewords.  The encoded data is transmitted 

over the air.  At the receiver, the data is decoded, and the UAP is checked against the 

original field to see if the received packet is in error.     

 

 
Figure 2.5.4-1.  HEC generation and checking. 

 

 
Figure 2.5.4-2.  CRC generation and checking. 
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2.5.5 Susceptibility to interference 

 

When Bluetooth packets are corrupted by microwave oven interference, basically two 

types of errors may occur: recoverable errors and non-recoverable errors.  Recoverable 

errors are incorrectly received bits in packets, which the receiver detects by using FEC 

and can correct to match the original transmitted data.  Non-recoverable errors are 

detected by the receiver, but the error correction and error checking schemes do not have 

sufficient information to repair the packet.   

 

All errors picked up by the Protocol Analyzer are listed in its log file.  However, trial 

runs of interference experiments show that the Analyzer cannot distinguish between 

Access Code errors and actual lost packets.  This is because whenever there is an empty 

timeslot during data transmission (when data was not received at a timetick of the clock), 

the Analyzer thinks that a packet is rejected due to an access code error, and labels this 

instance as an Access Code Error.  In actuality, the empty timeslot could be because of 

this case or because a packet is lost due to high interfering power levels.  Thus, in all 

interference experiments, Access Code Errors are not counted and the empty timeticks 

are considered as dropped packets.  This is a valid assumption for all the experiments 

conducted in this research, since only one piconet is in operation during a run, and there 

is no opportunity for the Bluetooth receiver to pick up stray packets.                 

 

Therefore, all errors picked up by the Protocol Analyzer’s log file can be broken down 

into three categories:      

• Header FEC 1/3 and Payload FEC 2/3 errors (Recoverable and Non-Recoverable) 

• HEC errors (Non-Recoverable) 

• CRC errors (Non-Recoverable) 

 

As stated above, the 1/3 rate FEC-encoded data bits in the header fields are repeated three 

times sequentially.  If one bit out of three is received in error, the error correction scheme 

can make a hard-decision assumption of the original bit based on the other two correctly 

received bits, resulting in an FEC Header Recoverable Error.  In this case, the data packet 
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is corrected at the receiver, and does not need to be retransmitted.  However, if two 

sequential encoded bits are received in error, the scheme cannot determine the value 

(high or low) of the original data bit, resulting in an FEC Header Non-Recoverable Error.  

Although header fields are the most resilient to interference, occasionally emitted spectra 

are strong enough and last long enough to knock out three simultaneous bits, also 

resulting in a Non-Recoverable Error.  In these two cases, the data packet must be resent 

by the transmitting unit.   

 

The 2/3 rate FEC encodes 10 payload bits into a 15 bit codeword.  This scheme can 

correct all single errors and detect all double errors in each codeword.  Thus, FEC 

Payload Recoverable Errors stem from packets having one erroneous bit per codeword, 

and FEC Payload Non-Recoverable Errors are caused when at least two bits in a 

codeword are in error.  

 

When applying this packet error analysis to DM and DH packets used in experiments, it 

is interesting to speculate on how oven interference affects these packets.  Since DM 

packets employ FEC in their payloads, links using DM packets should theoretically have 

more recoverable errors than non-recoverable errors across the Bluetooth channels, at the 

receiving end.  This means that more correct data packets will be passed over the link 

using DM packets.  However, DM packet transmission will have a lower throughput than 

DH packet transmission because the FEC encoding reduces the number of data bits that 

the payload can carry.      

 

 

2.6 MICROWAVE OVEN OVERVIEW 

 

One of the primary occupants of the ISM band is microwave heating [1].  Residential 

microwave ovens have output powers ranging from 400 – 800 watts.  Commercial ovens 

have output power between 1200 – 2500 watts.  The nominal operating frequency of 

most ovens is 2.45 GHz.     
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2.6.1. Microwave Oven Operation 

  

A microwave oven is basically a metal cavity provided with a source of microwave 

energy and equipped with a door and door seal to prevent microwave energy from 

escaping the cavity.  The source that produces the microwave energy is a magnetron tube. 

 

2.6.1-a  Residential microwave ovens 

 

The typical residential microwave uses a single magnetron tube.  Static stable standing 

wave patterns inside the cavity of the oven would produce an uneven heating effect.  

Microwaves often employ a mechanical “stirrer” to distribute the microwave energy 

more uniformly in the oven.  In this manner, the food or drink placed on the rotating table 

is “illuminated” on all sides and is cooked more evenly.  This heating process effects the 

magnetron loading and thus its frequency.  The type and size of the food load also effects 

the operating frequency as do changes in the food load as it cooks.  In addition, most 

residential ovens operate in a half wave mode.  They employ half wave rectifiers and 

sometimes use the magnetron itself as the rectifier [1].  This results in power output 

during only about 45% of the power line cycle.   

 

Figure 2.6.1-a1 below clearly shows that the oven outputs power for only a half cycle.  At 

full power operation, without a stirrer, the output spectrum is about 2 MHz wide.  

However, during the start-up shut-down cycle that occurs twice during each line cycle, 

the bandwidth can be 20 MHz for approximately 1.5 msec [1].  An example of a 

residential oven’s spectral plot is shown below in Figure 2.6.1-a2. 
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Figure 2.6.1-a1.  Zero-span spectrum of a residential microwave oven [5].    

 

 

Figure 2.6.1-a2.  Max-hold spectrum for a residential microwave oven [5]. 
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2.6.1-b. Commercial microwave ovens 

 

Commercial microwave ovens display somewhat worse spectral characteristics.  These 

ovens employ magnetron pairs that operate on alternate half cycles.  Stirrers are used to 

distribute the energy uniformly in the cooking chamber.  Figure 2.6.1-b is a spectrum plot 

for a commercial oven.  Notice that this oven occupies considerably more spectrum than 

the residential oven shown in Figure 2.6.1-a2 above. 

Figure 2.6.1-b.  Max-hold plot for a two magnetron commercial microwave oven [5]. 

 

2.6.2. Oven selection for experimentation 

 

There are two main reasons why only residential ovens are used in the interference 

experiments.  This research focuses on microwave interference on Bluetooth in an office 

type of environment, rather than a commercial/industrial application.  Residential ovens 

are more commonly found in an office setting than commercial ones.  Secondly, 

Bluetooth’s 79 operating channels fall in the 2402-2480 MHz frequency range.  Since 

this research is only concerned with in-band interference, and commercial oven spectra 

fall well outside the ISM band range, these ovens are not considered. 
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2.6.3. Parameter variation on microwave operation 

 

In order to collect microwave spectra worthy of analysis, it is first important to set up a 

controlled experimental environment.  The data gathered should not be influenced by too 

many external parameters to the point where it varies from test to test.  This section 

discusses the influences of external conditions on microwave spectral emission 

characteristics.   

The oven spectral plots shown in this section were taken from a report by the National 

Telecommunications and Information Administration (NTIA) Institute for 

Telecommunication Sciences (ITS).  In March of 1994, the NTIA conducted radio 

spectrum measurements of 12 individual microwave ovens.  The twelve ovens (labeled 

#1 - #12 randomly) tested by the NTIA were donated by three oven manufacturers on 

condition that the names and model numbers be kept confidential for insurance/marketing 

reasons.  All the ovens were unmodified units that were recently produced at the time and 

were randomly selected from the production inventory.   

 

The measurements included emission characteristics and time waveforms covering the 

frequency range 2300-2600 MHz, and oven emission characteristics of harmonic 

frequency ranges up to the 7th harmonic.  Test parameters, such as cooking load, start 

temperature, oven orientation and antenna polarization were varied to identify their 

impact on test results.  The limitation of the NTIA’s measurements is that all oven 

spectral measurements were made using the maximum- hold estimation option on the 

spectrum analyzer.  This fallback will be discussed further in Section 2.7.2.     

 

The results of oven parameter variation testing performed at the NTIA are now presented. 

The parameters listed above are deemed important in the development of a controlled 

environment for the Bluetooth-microwave oven interference analysis.  Thus, all 

microwave oven setups used in the interference experiments are based on the conclusions 

drawn from the NTIA investigations.    
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Oven Start temperature 

 

The start temperature refers to the oven’s temperature at the start of a particular set of 

measurements.  A cold start means that the oven is at room temperature from not being 

used for a period of time.  Warm starts are experiments conducted when the oven is warm 

due to prior usage.   

 

The NTIA’s investigation of start temperature consisted of measuring oven spectral 

emissions over an extended time interval.  The spectrum of a particular oven, using 1 liter 

of water as the load, was measured immediately after turn-on and at 5 minute intervals 

for a 30 minute time period.  The test showed that the start temperature did not have 

much impact on oven emitted spectra.  The most significant emission level fluctuations 

due to start temperature occurred during the first seconds of operation.  Thus, all 

interference experiments will be conducted after the oven has been operated for at least 5 

minutes.     

  

Antenna Polarization 

 

Another issue that needed to be addressed was how the orientation of the probe antenna 

affected far-field oven spectral measurements.  The question was whether vertical and 

horizontal polarization of the measurement antenna yielded different spectral 

measurement results.  The NTIA measured the polarization of the power leaking from the 

test ovens.   

 

The tests were performed on two of their ovens- Ovens #4 and #8.  The spectral emission 

characteristics of each oven were measured, using video and resolution measurement 

bandwidths of 1 MHz.  Figures 2.6.3-1 and 2.6.3-2 indicate that both polarizations 

produce similar results [2, p.37].  NTIA produced correlation results for the two ovens for 

vertical and horizontal polarization.  These values are tabulated in Table 2.6.3-1 below, 

and imply a high correlation. 
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Figure 2.6.3-1.  Antenna polarization variation with Oven #4 [2, p. 39]. 

 
Figure 2.6.3-2.  Antenna polarization variation with Oven #8 [2, p.39].    
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Table 2.6.3-1.  Vertical and horizontal polarization correlation results for measured 

ovens [2, p. 37]. 

 
 

In conducting background research for this thesis, a similar antenna polarization test is 

conducted by observing the far-field spectral output of an Emerson microwave oven 

(model number: MW8107 WA).  A WR254 rectangular waveguide operating at 2.4 GHz 

is used to capture the emitted spectra out of the oven from a distance of ~1 meter.  The 

waveguide is attached to a spectrum analyzer in continuous sweep mode that plots the 

oven’s received power across the ISM frequency band.  First, the probe waveguide is 

held with it’s H-plane perpendicular to the door of the microwave oven as shown in 

Figure 2.6.3-4, and the received power is observed.  Then, the waveguide is rotated 90˚, 

as shown in the configuration of Figure 2.6.3-5, while the received spectrum is observed 

for any changes in signal level.  The power levels stayed constant with any orientation of 

the waveguide, implying that the polarization of the probe antenna did not have an effect 

on oven spectrum measurements.  This conclusion agrees with the NTIA results.   
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Figure 2.6.3-3.  Measurement antenna oriented in the H-plane. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2.6.3-4.  Measurement antenna rotated 90˚.                    
 

 

Front of oven 

Front of oven 

Antenna rotated 90˚ 
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Oven Orientation   

 

When using the microwave oven as an interferer in a piconet, the question arose on 

whether orientation of the oven would have different effects on the PER tests.  Thus, it is 

necessary to consider the radiation emitted out of all sides of the oven.  A review of the 

NTIA’s oven orientation experiments [2, p.36-38] show that changes in power levels as a 

function of oven orientation are small, although the maximum received power is 

generally obtained at the front of the oven, 0˚ orientation.  The results of the oven 

orientation measurements conducted in this research agree with NTIA’s conclusion.  

Thus in all future experiments, the oven is positioned with it’s front door facing the 

piconet, to allow for maximum interference.    

 

Oven Load 

 

NTIA tested the impact of the load by measuring emission spectra of two ovens while 

varying the substance or volume of the material being cooked within the ovens.  Various 

types of loads, including tap water of volumes from 0.2 to 1.0 liters, a TV Dinner, a 

frozen burrito and microwave popcorn were cooked and the oven’s emitted spectra was 

observed [2, p.41-44].  It is found that oven emitted spectra did not vary significantly 

with different loads or volumes.  Thus, in the Bluetooth-oven interference experiments, 

~1000 ml water loads are used for the sake of convenience.     

 

 

2.7 PREVIOUS METHODS OF CHARACTERIZING OVENS 

 

The Federal Communications Commission (FCC) regulates the operation of microwave 

ovens as ISM equipment via Part 18 of its Rules1.  Associated measurement procedures 

are included in a separate document, entitled FCC/OST MP-5 (hereinafter referred to as 

MP-5) [1, p.7].  MP-5 specifies measuring ISM equipment with a field intensity meter 

that conforms with the American National Standard Specifications for Electromagnetic 

                                                 
1   Title 47, Code of Federal Regulations, Part 18, October 1992, pp. 595-602. 
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Interference and Field Strength Instrumentation 10 kHz to 40 GHz, ANSI C63.2-1987 

[3].  However, field intensity meters for measurements above 1 GHz are very expensive.  

Today, spectrum analyzers are often used instead of such meters, particularly above 1 

GHz, to make these measurements.       

 

Since spectrum analyzers are commonly used to make radiation measurements, a 

procedure specific to spectrum analyzers is needed.  The FCC has verbally conveyed to 

some test labs a set of test procedures facilitating the use of a spectrum analyzer [2, p.8].  

However, the unofficial spectrum analyzer procedure is clouded by the statement in MP-

5 that, “No specific standard will be required for instrumentation used to perform 

measurements above 1 GHz,” and by the fact that the version of the ANSI specification 

referred to by MP-5 covers field-strength instrumentation only from 10 kHz to 1 GHz.  

The updated ANSI C63.2-1987 that covers measurements above 1 GHz still leaves a 

void, stating that “a separate document covering spectrum analyzers for use from 20 Hz 

to 40 GHz is in preparation…” [2, p.8].   

 

Regardless of the instrumentation, MP-5 specifies that the detector function shall be set to 

average, and shall be linear.  “Average” is a mathematically defined quantity, and many 

different averaging functions exist.  These include, but are not limited to, linear average, 

log average, and root-mean-square (RMS) average [2, p.8].  Because each type of 

average provides different measurement results, the specific averaging function must be 

defined in a measurement procedure.      

 

2.7.1 Video Averaging 

 

The type of averaging function commonly used in gathering spectral data is referred to as 

“video averaging.”  In spectrum analyzers, the averaging is performed by using a 

relatively wide IF bandwidth (also called the resolution bandwidth) and a narrow post-

detector video bandwidth [2].  This technique uses an IF bandwidth and an envelope 

detector that are sufficiently wideband to follow fluctuations of the signal in the pre-
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detector stages (before the input bandpass waveform is converted into a baseband 

waveform for processing).   

 

The resolution bandwidth is the minimum bandwidth over which you can separate two 

signals, or spectral points, and still see them on the analyzer’s display.  However, 

resolution bandwidth also affects the noise floor power since this value changes 10 dB 

per decade change in bandwidth B, as reflected by Equation 2.7.1-1: 

 

     BTkN ∗∗= 0      2.7.1-1 

 

where k is Boltzmann’s constant, T0 is the system temperature in Kelvin, and B is the 

bandwidth.   

 

The envelope detector is a circuit inside the analyzer that converts an input RF waveform 

into an output waveform that is proportional to the real envelope, R(t), of its input.   

After the envelope detector, the average value is obtained by smoothing the signal with a 

narrow post-detection low-pass filter (the video bandwidth).  This low-pass filter 

produces the average by suppressing the broadband content of the measured signal, 

allowing measurement of its narrowband, continuous-wave-like (CW) component, if any.  

Put another way, the narrowband filter eliminates from observation impulsive, low duty 

cycle components of an oven’s emissions, leaving only the high duty cycle (or CW 

components of an oven signal) for display.  The video bandwidth is usually set narrow to 

filter noise, but not too low since this slows down the sweep time on the spectrum 

analyzer.  A linear amplitude display is required on the spectrum analyzer for this type of 

measurement [1, p 8-9].  On the display, the rise time of the low-pass filter is inversely 

proportional to the bandwidth by the equation [14, p.181]: 

 

BWr
35.

=τ  

 

 

2.7.1-2 
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2.7.2 Positive Peak Detection and Maximum Hold estimation  

 

Single-sweep measurements of an oven’s emitted spectrum are usually made by an 

approach called Positive Peak Detection.  A peak-hold latch within the spectrum analyzer 

retains the highest received power level at each frequency, sampled from an envelope 

detector in a specified period of time.  This approach allows the recording of the emission 

spectrum over the desired bandwidth.   

 

When successive frequency sweeps are performed, each trace element on the spectrum 

analyzer’s display is updated with the maximum signal level detected.  Thus, the analyzer 

works like an integrator that compares the present detected power level with the 

previously recorded power level at a frequency.  If the present power level is higher than 

the previous value, the display is updated with the higher value.  This is called 

Maximum-Hold, and is a display function used to portray maximum values for any 

detector over a measured period.    

 

The problem with these functions is that they reflect a worst case measurement, which 

does not necessarily represent the real-time power level at a specific frequency.  At the 

end of a few sweeps over a time period, the analyzer’s display is showing the maximum 

signal level at each frequency that occurred at some point in time.  This can be 

misleading since, in actuality, the oven rarely emits peak power levels on all frequencies 

continuously. 

 
2.7.3 Time-Waveform Characterization 

 

In characterizing oven radiated power, it is also useful to conduct time-oriented 

measurements of received signal levels.  This is done by observing the variation in 

received oven power level with time at a particular frequency.  By centering on 

frequencies of high emissions, time waveforms can be measured and inputted into a 

computer simulation to obtain amplitude probability distributions.   
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More importantly, the time waveforms show that an oven emits power in a periodic, 

pulsed manner.  Figure 2.7.3-1 shows the time waveform of a test oven at 2450 MHz, as 

measured by the NTIA.   

 

 
Figure 2.7.3-1.  NTIA measurement of oven Time vs. Amplitude at 2450 MHz.   

  

Time- waveform measurements shown above are called “zero-span” measurements, 

because the spectrum analyzer is place in zero-span mode.  In this mode, the instrument 

is tuned to a single frequency (hence zero span bandwidth) so as to measure fluctuation in 

power level over time at that frequency.  The problem with zero-span measurements is 

that oven’s emissions drift in frequency, due to imperfections of the mechanical stirrer.  

Thus, the signal does not stay in the bandpass of the analyzer during measurement on a 

particular frequency.    

    

2.7.4 Real-time spectral measurements 

 

The most accurate method of measuring oven radiated power is by using a real-time 

spectrum analyzer to record emitted spectra.  The spectrogram display of this instrument 

updates at real-time rates, allowing for straightforward identification of variations in the 

frequency content of the input signal with time [4, p.2].  On the display, a trace is 

recorded with frequency and time along the x- and y- axes respectively, with gray-scale 
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coded signal amplitude representing the received power level.  Thus, the exact time-

frequency characteristics of an oven’s emissions can be recorded during one period 

(16.67 ms) of operation.  Figure 2.7.4 relates the time-frequency measurement of a signal 

to purely time- or frequency-domain measurements made on a conventional spectrum 

analyzer [4, p.2].   

 

 
Figure 2.7.4.  Relating Time-and Frequency-Domain measurements to actual signal 

time-frequency characteristics.   

    

As shown, the time-domain (zero-span) plots are derived by taking a vertical slab of the 

time-frequency characteristic and collapsing it to two dimensions.  Similarly, the peak 

frequency (max-hold) measurements are seen as the projection of a horizontal slab of this 

characteristic onto a plane.    
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2.8 INTERFERENCE LITERATURE SURVEY        

 

Previous research attempts to address/analyze the interference problem either 

inadequately provides actual interference data/analysis or only suggest theoretical 

solutions to making these technologies co-exist in harmony.  This section briefly 

summarizes each of these references.  If the reader is interested in the details of these 

articles, the References Section provides information on where these articles can be 

found.   

 

The paper by Buffler and Risman [1] introduces the compatibility issues between 

Bluetooth and microwave ovens.  This article provides various measured oven emitted 

spectrum using different food loads and for the no-load case.  Changes in the spectrum 

are attributed to frequency fluctuations of the oven magnetron and fluctuations in 

impedance mismatching, and possibilities causing these changes are discussed.  The 

article merely outlines the problem that both Direct Sequence Spread Spectrum (DSSS) 

and Frequency Hopping Spread Spectrum (FHSS) protocols will suffer from oven 

emissions.  The paper is intended as an overview to the interference problem and no 

actual interference analysis is conducted.       

 

Oven measurement results conducted by Neelakanta and Sivaraks [8] show that 

microwave oven emissions are predominantly vertically polarized.  The article then 

proposes a strategy for a coexisting scenario of Bluetooth transmissions and nearby 

leakage from a microwave oven.  A scheme is suggested, that can be pursued to improve 

the bit-error performance of Bluetooth operating in close proximity to microwave ovens.  

The idea is to impose a random, orthogonal polarization on each hopped- frequency 

packet transmitted by Bluetooth devices in the proximity of ovens.  Bluetooth units will 

communicate in predominantly horizontal polarization mode until the oven is off, 

enabling diversity against the oven’s vertically polarized emissions.  However, other 

studies [2, 3], including the measurements conducted in this research, have shown that 

the polarization of the antenna receiving oven emissions did not affect the oven’s 

measured spectrum characteristics.  Thus, the main point of this paper that ovens emit 
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vertically polarized signals does not significantly contribute to solving the interference 

problem.   

     

The paper by Horne, Vasudevan and Varanasi [4] reiterates some of the results obtained 

by the National Telecommunications and Information Administration (NTIA) in [2].  

Then, a time-frequency characterization is made by taking measurements using a Real-

Time Spectrum Analyzer.  These results are shown to be in agreement with those of 

NTIA, and the observation of frequency wander in oven spectral emissions is pointed out.  

The real- time oven spectral measurements is the most accurate way of characterizing 

oven emissions, but the research does not contribute to solving the interference problem.  

The work suggests that reliability and productivity of communication systems operating 

in the band can be enhanced by carefully deploying units in a scenario- specific manner.  

It is pointed out that there is potential for development and incorporation of interference 

cancellation methods in communication receivers to mitigate the effects of such 

interference.  

 

In Lo’s and Cherniakov’s work [12], a strictly theoretical representation of spread 

spectrum signals (SS) with continuous-wave (CW) interference is developed.  Using this 

representation, the output SNR is calculated, which is not only determined by the 

interference power but also on the relative frequency of the CW interference.  However, 

the calculations were not validated by actual experimental results.     

 

Kamerman’s work [5] estimates SIR requirements for IEEE 802.11 Frequency Hopping 

Spread Spectrum (FHSS) systems.  These are calculated by analyzing spectrum analyzer 

traces of WLAN (802.11 wireless local area network) transmissions with CW 

interference.  Although the results are for 802.11, the analysis can be applied to a 

Bluetooth network to make similar calculations.   
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        CHAPTER 3:  OVEN SPECTRAL CHARACTERIZATION 

 

 

3.1 INTRODUCTION 

 

Before oven interference studies on Bluetooth transmission can be conducted, oven 

power emissions need to be understood thoroughly.  A major part of this research focuses 

on characterizing the emissions of various turntable microwave ovens.  Past methods of 

characterizing ovens have observed the magnitude and frequency of the power signals.  

Although using a real-time spectrum analyzer is the most accurate way of capturing oven 

emitted power characteristics, this method is not an option.  The CWT does not own such 

an instrument, and renting/purchasing one is not feasible as they are very expensive.  

Thus, an alternate method of characterizing oven spectral emissions, using a more 

standard spectrum analyzer, was devised.   

 

This section first introduces the novel, “quasi real-time” spectral measurement concept 

and describes its purpose.  Then, the application of the procedure to oven spectral 

emissions is outlined.  The output of this measurement procedure is shown in terms of 

three-dimensional plots for various microwave ovens.      

 

 

3.2 SPECTRUM MEASUREMENT CONCEPT  

 

Knowledge of the magnitude of oven power signals, the frequencies at which they are 

emitted, and the times of occurrence is necessary for explaining how Bluetooth channels 

are degraded.  In striving to obtain this information, a measurement procedure is devised 

to capture the time-frequency characteristics of emitted power.   

 

Microwave ovens output power at the frequencies in the ISM band, ranging from 2.400-

2.480 GHz.    A spectrum measurement tool, called a spectrum analyzer, can be used to 

measure the power levels emitted by the oven.  The instrument scans the ISM range of 
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frequencies to record the frequency and power level of the signals emitted from the 

microwave oven.   

 

By scanning the ISM band multiple times, the analyzer is able to record oven power 

levels over a period of time.  In this manner the analyzer performs a time-sampling 

operation to measure oven emitted power levels.  An oven’s emitted power levels are 

recorded over time by performing multiple frequency sweeps consecutively.  The 

received power values of each sweep are stored on a computer.  Thus, information is 

gathered on how the oven’s output power varies over time at each frequency in the band 

of interest.   

 

This measurement concept can be considered “quasi” real-time because it records 

variations in oven output power over a duration of operation.  The procedure cannot 

measure exact signal fluctuations over one period of the oven’s operation (16.67 ms), 

since the analyzer can only download data twice a second.  For this reason, the 

measurement procedure cannot be considered “real-time” but it gives a general 

characterization of the oven’s radiated power over time.  The measurement procedure 

based on this time-frequency concept records oven radiated emission levels in order to 

explain Bluetooth packet errors at particular frequencies.  

 

3.2.1 LabView Data Acquisition Program 

 

In order to store power values, software was written to interface the spectrum analyzer to 

a computer, via a serial connection.  LabView was used to autonomously control a HP-

8594E spectrum analyzer.  In this research, the LabView data acquisition program called 

Serial_Time.vi was developed for the measurement application.  Figure 3.2.1 below 

shows the graphical user interface of the program. 
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Figure 3-2.1.  LabView Data Acquisition Program User Interface. 

 

First, the program configures the serial port on the analyzer to specified settings.  The 

software then defines the analyzer’s control settings for a measurement: Resource Name 

to define the Port number and set up serial communication; Center Frequency of the 

bandwidth; Span of the sweep; Reference Level for the received signal; Attenuation to set 

up the divisions on the screen; Sweep Mode for continuous sweeping; and Run Time for 

duration of measurement.  While the program is running, the software gathers data from 

each sweep of the instrument.   The data is converted into real-number format and 

outputted to a text file on the computer.  For those interested in applying the program to 

their own measurement application, details of the program code is described in Appendix 

A.   
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3.2.2 Oven Measurement Procedure   

 

During the measurement process, each oven is placed on a table one meter away from the 

spectrum analyzer and the receiving Bluetooth radio.  A printed dipole antenna, having a 

gain of 0 dB, is used to receive both oven spectral emissions and transmitted Bluetooth 

packets.  In Figure 3.2.2 below, a power splitter connects the Bluetooth receive radio and 

the spectrum analyzer to this same antenna.  In the experimental setup described in 

Section 5, both spectral emissions and Bluetooth signal levels are captured by the same 

antenna.  This eliminates the problems of different antenna gains and reception positions 

that arise when using separate antennas to collect oven emissions and Bluetooth signals, 

respectively.   

 

The oven is positioned with its front door facing the spectrum analyzer’s antenna.  Then, 

the oven under test is run for one minute, using one liter of water in a cup as the load.  
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Figure 3.2.2.  Experimental setup for collecting oven emissions and Bluetooth data.
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While the oven is running, the spectrum analyzer continuously performs sweeps in the 

ISM band.  The center frequency for the sweeps is chosen to be 2440 MHz, with the span 

on the display set to 80 MHz for the measurements.  The span corresponds to 40 MHz of 

bandwidth on each side of the center frequency, meaning that the spectrum analyzer starts 

its sweep at 2400 MHz and finishes at 2480 MHz.  Since the default number of points per 

sweep is 401, there are 400 points representing the bandwidth between the first and last 

frequency of interest.  Specifically, each point accounts for 400 points / 80 MHz = 200 

kHz of bandwidth per point.  The first ten points from each sweep were disabled.  The 

result is that 390 points represent the 79 MHz between the first Bluetooth channel (2402 

MHz) and the last one (2480 MHz).   

 

The spectrum analyzer needed to be synchronized with the oven’s operation, in order to 

take accurate measurements of spectral emissions.  Thus, the instrument’s sweep was 

triggered from the AC line using the “line-trigger” function.  As a result, the analyzer’s 

sweeps are triggered periodically, at the beginning of the oven’s on (or off) cycle.  The 

power supply is a 120 V (Volt), 15 A (Amp) single phase AC (Alternating Current) 

voltage operating at 60 Hz.   

 

In order to clearly see the spectral impulse signals on the display, the resolution 

bandwidth and video bandwidth are both set to 100 kHz.  As discussed in Section 2.7.1 of 

Chapter 2, there is a tradeoff involved in setting the value of these bandwidths.  

Resolution bandwidth (RBW) is the minimum bandwidth over which two signals can be 

separated on the display and still be seen.  Increasing the RBW will allow more of the 

weaker power emissions in the band to be seen, but this will also increase the noise floor 

power.  In Equation 2.7.1-1, KTB power changes 10 dB per decade change in B.  

Choosing a narrower video bandwidth will filter more noise than a wider bandwidth.  

However, Equation 2.7.1-2 shows that decreasing this bandwidth slows down the 

analyzer’s sweep time.  Thus, the 100 kHz setting for these two bandwidths is chosen by 

trying different values and observing the display to find an appropriate signal-to-noise 

ratio.       
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A computer connected to the spectrum analyzer downloads the received signal levels of a 

sweep approximately twice a second from the analyzer’s buffer.  These values are saved 

to the Plot.txt file.     

 

 

3.3 OVEN CHARACTERIZATION 

 

3.3.1 Oven measurement setup 

 

Four microwave ovens are chosen for measurement of their emitted spectra.  Shelley 

Johnson’s donated microwave oven to the CWT’s workroom was manufactured in 1984, 

and is the oldest oven measured.  The second oldest turntable oven, built in 1994, was 

donated by Tom Rondeau for measurement purposes.  Next, a 1997 Emerson model is 

taken from the CWT’s Graduate Student Office for measurement.  Finally, my own 

turntable oven, a 2000 Emerson model, is the most recently manufactured oven 

characterized.  Ovens of different brand names and ages are measured in order to obtain a 

variety of spectral data.  Table 3.3.1 below summarizes the specifications of the various 

ovens.   
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Table 3.3.1.  Oven Specifications 
Brand Name Manufactured 

Date 

Identification Power 

Consumption 

Power 

Output 

Operating 

Frequency 

(MHz) 

Sharp- 

Carousel II, 

Model:  

R-5200 

December 1984 Serial No:  219949 

FCC ID:  

AFL65EMR0027 

1.02 kW / hour 500 W 2450 

General 

Electric, 

Model:  

JES1133WN 

002 

May 1994 Serial No:  HL 

995322 S 

FCC ID:  

A3LM55ITA 

1.3 kW / hour Unknown 2450 

Emerson, 

Model: 

MW8126 

W/S/D 

October 1997  1.38 kW / hour 900 W 2450 

Emerson, 

Model:  

MW8107WA 

January 2000 Serial No:  

00128000MD 

FCC ID:  

C5F7NF1AMO1000 

1.4 k W / hour Unknown 2450 

 

3.3.2 Oven measurements 

 

The various ovens’ received power levels, gathered using the LabView software 

program, are then plotted in Matlab.  The Plot.txt file created by LabView during an 

oven’s measurement is edited and saved as an Excel Worksheet One (WK1) file.  This 

format is readable by Matlab.  The Matlab program, ovenpwr.m, reads the recorded 

power levels from the WK1 file.  After the values are read into Matlab, the power 

amplitudes (in dBm) are plotted versus frequency and time using a three-dimensional 

surface plotting command.  The code for this program is listed in Appendix B.             

. 
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The following three-dimensional plots are spectral maps showing the emitted power of 

the measured ovens.  These plots represent each oven’s Power Spectral Density (PSD) 

over approximately a one-minute measurement period.  The x-axis of each plot shows the 

79 Bluetooth frequency channels in the ISM band, starting from 2402 MHz (labeled 

Channel 0) and ending at 2480 MHz (Channel 78).  The y-axis gives the elapsed time for 

the spectral emission measurement, in seconds.  Amplitudes of the emitted power levels 

are represented on the z-axis, in dBm (decibel with respect to a milliwatt).  Signal 

amplitudes are color-coded, with blue representing lower power levels and lighter colors 

(red, yellow, green) representing higher power levels.  

 

In addition, a two-dimensional, “overhead shot” of an oven’s PSD is listed after each 3-D 

plot.  These plots show what each oven’s PSD looks likes from the x-y plane.  The color-

coded power levels are plotted according to measurement time (y-axis) versus frequency 

channel (x-axis). These plots show more clearly which frequency channels are affected 

by higher power emissions.  
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Figure 3.3.2-1.  Sharp-Carousel Oven PSD measured over a 63 second interval. 
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Figure 3.3.2-2.  Overhead shot showing the Sharp-Carousel Oven PSD. 
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Figure 3.3.2-3.  General Electric Oven PSD measured over a 60 second interval. 
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Figure 3.3.2-4.  Overhead shot showing the General Electric Oven PSD. 
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Figure 3.3.2-5.  Emerson (MW8126 W/S/D) Oven PSD measured over a 60 second interval. 
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  Figure 3.3.2-6.  Overhead shot showing the Emerson (MW8126 W/S/D) Oven PSD. 
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Figure 3.3.2-7.  Emerson (MW8107WA) Oven PSD measured over a 65 second interval. 
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Figure 3.3.2-8.  Overhead shot showing the Emerson (MW8107WA) Oven PSD. 
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3.3.3 Results of the measurements 

 

The spectral plots are listed chronologically, from oldest oven to most recently 

manufactured oven.  From looking at these plots, it is immediately obvious that all ovens 

do not have the same PSDs.  The PSD of an oven is like a fingerprint in that it is unique 

and differs from that of another similar oven.  This conclusion is validated by measuring 

each oven’s emissions several times, and obtaining very similar results for each oven.   

 

Moreover, the older ovens’ PSDs are not continuous-wave in nature.  These ovens are 

“noisier” and tend to emit high-power levels consistently over time, at frequencies other 

than the center operating frequency of 2450 MHz.  These are “multiple-tone” interfering 

signals having more than one frequency component.  The older oven 2-D plots of Figures 

3.3.2-2 and 3.3.2-4 show this interesting characteristic.   A crude way of estimating the 

narrowband, interfering bandwidths is by counting pixels across the x-axis in Figure 

3.3.2-2.  This method shows that the Sharp Carousel oven emits high power across 

Bluetooth channels 30-31, 52-56 and 65-67.  Similarly, the General Electric oven plot of 

Figure 3.3.2-4 shows high emitted power spanning across channels 52-54 and 67-70.    

 

The 2-D plots show another very interesting phenomena occurring during oven operation.  

Figure 3.3.2-1 reveals that the Sharp oven exhibits significant frequency wander.  High 

power levels are emitted that oscillate between channels 65-67.  Even more interesting, 

this shift in frequency appears to be periodic with time.  By counting the pixels across the 

y-axis, the period of oscillation between channels 65 to 67 is estimated to be ~ 10 

seconds.  In Figure 3.3.2-4, the General Electric oven also emits power that wanders in 

frequency between channels 11-13, 27-29, 52-54 and 67-70, with a period of ~ 21 

seconds.  In Figure 3.3.2-6, the Emerson (MW8126 W/S/D) oven emits power levels that 

drift between channels 55-60 over time .     

 

Finally, it is noticed that the magnitudes of the power levels varied for the older ovens.  

Figure 3.3.2-1 of the Sharp oven shows that it emits varying power levels > -30 dBm on 

channels 55 and 65-67.  These power magnitudes also appear to vary periodically over 
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time, as is most apparent in the emissions on channel 30.  Again, by counting pixels on 

the y-axis, this period is calculated to be ~ 3 seconds.  The General Electric oven has this 

same characteristic, where varying, periodic signal levels can be seen on channels 52-54 

and 67-70 in Figure 3.3.2-3.  The newer Emerson models have more constant power 

levels emitted over time.  In general, the magnitudes of emitted power increased for all 

the ovens over time.  This trend is probably due to changes in the properties of the load as 

the water warmed up, causing changes in the electromagnetic modes present inside the 

oven.      

 

It is not certain what exact causes the multiple-tone frequency emissions, varying power 

levels and frequency drift characteristics seen in these PSD plots.  These phenomena can 

be attributed to either fluctuations in the operating magnetron tube or imperfections in the 

mechanical stirrer, or a combination of both.  Basically, the older ovens are not as stable 

oscillators as the newer models.   

 

The newer Emerson models are more stable ovens, emitting high power close to their 

center frequency of operation.  This is more of a continuous-wave spectrum, where high 

power levels are emitted in a very narrowband bandwidth.  Figure 3.2.2-6 shows that 

high emission levels for the Emerson (MW8126 W/S/D) oven occur between channels 

54-57, with the highest magnitudes drifting in frequency to channel 58 and then to 

channel 61.  In Figure 3.3.2-8, it is apparent that the Emerson (MW8107WA) oven is a 

very stable, CW-interferer, with highest emission levels coming on channels 49-50.     

          

 

3.4 CONCLUSION 

 

The measurement procedure described in this section is not as accurate as taking real-

time measurements, where oven emissions can be recorded continuously over an entire 

period (16.67 ms) of operation.  However, the resulting plots obtained using this 

procedure agree very well with previous real-time emission measurement results 

described in [4].  The past results state that emissions leaking from microwave ovens are 
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essentially narrowband, albeit with significant frequency wander [4, p. 2].  Furthermore, 

the paper summarizes measurement results that are identical to those obtained using this 

novel procedure.  Page four of [4] explains that the research team measured narrowband 

oven signals to have certain unique characteristics: 

• Varying signal strength 

• Pulsating behavior 

• Potentially large frequency deviation 

• Close spacing and differing power levels in the case of multiple tone interference 

 

Thus, the results described in this section are concluded to be an accurate characterization 

of oven spectra.  Now, these spectral plots can be applied to Bluetooth interference 

experiments.   
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CHAPTER 4:  INTERFERENCE EXPERIMENTAL SETUP   

 

 

4.1 INTRODUCTION 

 

The three dimensional spectral plots of the previous section clearly show which regions 

in the frequency band contain high oven emitted power levels.  From these plots, it is 

possible to predict which Bluetooth channels (frequencies) will be greatly affected by 

oven interference.  However, before the random emissions of an oven are applied in a 

Bluetooth interference analysis, it is insightful to experiment with a more predictable 

interference source.  A controlled interferer provides a sanity check to make sure that the 

Bluetooth radios used in future interference tests are working correctly and produce 

results consistent with the theoretical predictions. 

 

 

4.2 CONTINUOUS WAVE INTERFERENCE EXPERIMENT SETUP 

 

Using a controlled interference source allows the researcher to designate the magnitude 

and frequency of the interfering signal.  One type of controlled interferer is a continuous 

wave (CW) signal.  A sinusoidal signal at a certain frequency has a CW spectrum in the 

frequency domain.  Inducing a sinusoidal interferer at a particular power level and 

Bluetooth frequency theoretically should corrupt and/or knock out packets transmitted on 

that channel.  Thus, the interferer can be used to selectively degrade throughput on a 

particular channel.  An experiment is set up to measure the effects of CW interference on 

a specific Bluetooth channel.     

 

In this experiment, a signal generator is used to produce the sinusoidal wave to interfere 

with Bluetooth transmitted packets.  The frequency of the sine wave is set to operate at 

2.440 GHz.  In the frequency domain, this signal is represented by an impulse function at 

2.440 GHz.  Thus, this continuous wave (CW) acts like a narrowband interferer to knock 

out packets transmitted on the thirty-eight Bluetooth channel. 
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Figure 4.2.1 shows the experimental setup used to produce the jamming CW signal.  The 

signal generator transmits a signal at 20 dBm.  A power amplifier with a gain of 30 dB 

boosts the power of the signal generator’s signal to a level sufficient enough to corrupt 

packets transmitted at 2.44 GHz.  An attenuator is used on the amplifier to limit its 

maximum output power and prevent the instrument from being destroyed.  The signal 

generator and power amplifier are set approximately one meter away from the receiving 

Bluetooth radio.  As described before, the spectrum analyzer and slave remain connected 

to a computer via the power splitter.     

 

During the test, a Tektronix Protocol Analyzer is used to monitor the transmitted packets.  

This device is placed beside the slave, approximately 1 meter away from the CW 

interfering source.  The Analyzer synchronizes to the master unit of the piconet (network 

of Bluetooth devices) and listens to all transmissions between Bluetooth devices in the 

piconet.  The device lists all transmitted and received packets, along with the time and 

frequency channels on which they are transmitted, in a log file.  This real-time updated 

log file enables the user to observe everything that occurs over a link during a 

transmission.   
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The free-space path loss, calculated for the one meter distance between the interfering 

source and the slave’s antenna, is 40.2 dB from equation 4.2.1 [12, p.72]: 

 

    ))4(log(10)( 2

2

λ
πddBPL ∗=                    4.2.1   

 

using antennas having 0 dB of gain.  The cable loss of 2 dB and 10 dB attenuation of the 

spectrum analyzer contribute a total miscellaneous loss, L = 12dB.  Thus, the received 

power is estimated at:  20 dBm – 52 dB ~ -32 dBm, from equation 4.2.2 below: 

 

   )()()()()()( dBLdBPLdBGdBGdBPdBP rttr −−++=      4.2.2     

 

The resulting CW interfering signal seen at the Bluetooth receiver is shown in Figure 

4.2.2.  This interferer will be used to corrupt data packets transmitted at 2.440 GHz.   

 

    
 
Figure 4.2.2.  CW Interfering Spectral Point at 2.440 GHz.   
      

Pr = -32 dBm
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4.3 INTERFERENCE TEST 

 

Once the interferer is set up, a Bluetooth asynchronous transmission link is established 

between the master and slave radio.  To get an idea of what the results should be without 

any interference, a data link is set up with 50,000 packets transmitted.  The radios are 

operated in polling mode, where the master unit transmits only POLL packets and the 

slave responds with NULL packets.  The slave is required to respond to each POLL 

packet transmitted by the master with a NULL packet.  No data is sent in the POLL and 

NULL packets, and these packets are used just to establish communication between the 

two radios and set up a link. 

 

The Protocol Analyzer sitting beside the slave records every transmission occurring 

during the experiment.  An excerpt of the Protocol Analyzer’s baseband log file is 

included in Figure 4.3.1 below, showing all categorized events.  The file shows the time, 

frequency channel on which the packet is transmitted, transmitting radio, type of packet 

transmitted and describes the received packet or packet error.   
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Figure 4.3.1.  Tektronix Protocol Analyzer’s Baseband log file  

 

The Protocol Analyzer inserts an Access Code Error into the log file when it does not 

detect a transmitted (received) data packet during a timetick.  Since none of these errors 

appeared in the log file, it was safe to assume that the Analyzer was not affected when the 

interferer was turned on (in future experiments).  Thus, it was determined that the 

Bluetooth radio was the device experiencing the interference even though the Analyzer 

and slave were roughly the same distance from the interferer.    

 

After the test is complete, the Protocol Analyzer’s log file is used to describe Bluetooth 

transmissions.  This is done by adding up all the events in the spreadsheet file, by 

category.  All NULL and POLL packet instances as well as packet errors transmitted on 

each Bluetooth channel are counted and plotted using Microsoft Excel.  
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4.4 DATA PROCESSING PROCEDURE 

 

Here, the procedure for categorizing and counting the transmitted packets is described 

briefly.  This method is applied to create a composite bar graph of the number of packets 

transmitted over all Bluetooth channels, for each experiment.  If the reader is interested in 

the details, Appendix D is a User’s Guide that lists the steps to producing these graphs.     

 

For each experiment, received data recorded in the Protocol Analyzer’s log file are 

separated into four categories in Microsoft Excel:  Data packets (DM/DH), NULL 

packets, Recoverable Errors, Non-Recoverable Errors.  The data packets are described 

thoroughly in Section 2.5.2 and the types of errors are discussed in Section 2.5.5. 

 

The number of times that each data type is transmitted at a particular frequency is 

counted to yield a sum of each data category across all 79 Bluetooth frequencies.  This is 

done by summing all recordings of the same frequency value and is performed using a 

Matlab frequency-counter program called channel_counter.m, written by Tom Rondeau.  

The code is listed in Appendix E.     

 

Using this data processing procedure, the results of each of the “handshaking” 

experiment described above is shown in Figures 4.4.1 below.  Next, 50,000 packets 

NULL and POLL packets are transmitted between the master and slave with the signal 

generator interferer turned on.  The results are shown in Figure 4.4.2.  The CW 

interference test is repeated again with DM1 data packets being transmitted this time.  

Since actual data is transmitted in this test, the Protocol Analyzer distinguishes between 

Recoverable and Non-Recoverable data packet errors.  Again, all logged events are 

counted and the results are tabulated as shown in Figure 4.4.3.
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Figure 4.4.1.  Bluetooth Handshaking Transmission without interference.  

 

Equal number of Null and Poll packets transmitted per channel, for a total of approximately632 packets/channel without interference.  
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Figure 4.4.2.  CW Interference on Bluetooth Handshaking Test. 
 
Approximately 632 packets transmitted per channel, with equal number of POLL and responding NULL packets.  CW Interferer 
affects Channel 38 and creates high adjacent channel interference affecting Channels 37 and 39 as well.   
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50000 DM1 Packets with CW Interferring Wave at 2.440 GHz
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Figure 4.4.3.   CW Interference on Bluetooth Data Transmission   
 
On each channel, the number of data packets transmitted by the master are approximately equal to slave’s responding NULLs.  CW 
Interferer wipes out all packets on Channel 38 and Channels 37 and 39 are affected by adjacent channel interference.  
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4.5 RESULTS OF THE CW TEST 

 

On a Bluetooth data link where 50,000 data packets are transmitted, approximately 

50,000/79 = 632 packets should be transmitted per channel.  Figure 4.4.1 verifies this 

prediction, for NULL/POLL packets being transmitted.  Now, the CW experiment is run 

with the expectation that all data (NULL/POLL packets in the “handshaking” experiment 

case) on Channel 38 would be transmitted erroneously, and be recognized by the Protocol 

Analyzer as either Recoverable or Non-Recoverable packet errors.  Recall from Chapter 

2 that Recoverable errors are those recognized by the receiver as being in error and 

correctable, while Non-Recoverable errors mean that the packet is lost.   

 

The bar graphs of Figures 4.4.2 and 4.4.3 clearly show that the CW interferer affects the 

Bluetooth channels in the center of the band.  In the NULL/POLL packet test of Figure 

4.4.1, only a few (13) NULL packets and many (56) NULL erroneous packets are 

transmitted on Channel 37.  All the packets transmitted on Channels 38 and 39 are 

completely knocked out.  In the DM1 data packet test of Figure 4.4.2, approximately 

equal NULL (63), NULL Errors (40) and Non-Recoverable (59) NULL packets are 

transmitted on Channel 37, and most of the NULL packets (282) are transmitted on 

Channel 39.  However, no data packets got through on Channels 37-39, and in fact all 

packets were wiped out on Channel 38 since the CW impulse spectra operating at this 

frequency (2.440 GHz) completely eradicated all the transmitted packets.  The interfering 

power on Channel 38 is strong enough (i.e. > than 0 dB) to affect the adjacent Channels 

37 and 39.   

 

There are two interesting conclusions that can be drawn from these CW tests.  Both bar 

graphs show that the Analyzer logged NULL packets transmitted on Channels 39, 40 and 

41.  However no POLL packets are seen transmitted on these channels.  It was observed 

that the Protocol Analyzer was sitting on the table beside the slave unit.  Since the 

Analyzer was across the room from the master, it could not see if the POLL packets 

transmitted by the master were received by the slave because the narrowband CW 

interferer wiped out these packets as they traveled across the room. 
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A more important observation is that the bar graphs do not account for all the packets 

transmitted on Channels 37, 38 and 39.  Notice that the number of packets plotted on 

these channels is significantly lower than the relatively consistent numbers transmitted on 

other frequencies.  In fact, all packets transmitted on Channel 38 were lost and not seen 

by the Protocol Analyzer.  As in the previous observation, the Analyzer did not see these 

packets because the interfering power level of the CW signal was sufficiently high 

enough to suppress the energy of the transmitted packets.     

 

Lost packets are a major problem because they are missing from the frequency sequence 

of transmitted data during a Bluetooth transmission.  This means that the throughput of 

the link is decreased, in some immeasurable way.  The dropped packets must be 

accounted for in order to produce an accurate measurement of interference on channel 

PER and throughput.  When applied to microwave ovens, emissions occur randomly 

across the band and the randomly lost packets will have to be included in the counting of 

packet errors.   

 

       

4.6 FHSS SELECTION PROGRAM 

 

The CW Interference Test above reveals that the lost packets described above are caused 

by interfering signals that have extremely high magnitudes at those particular 

frequencies.  These lost packets can be accounted for if the frequency hopping scheme of 

the communicating Bluetooth devices is know prior to data transmission.   

 

The Bluetooth Frequency Hopping Selection Scheme is described in the Baseband 

section of the Bluetooth Core Specification2.  An important contribution of this thesis 

work is the creation of a Matlab program implementing Bluetooth’s FHS (Frequency Hop 

Scheme) for the purpose of predicting any Bluetooth data transmission’s hopping 

sequence.  Appendix F provides an extremely detailed description of Bluetooth’s FHSS, 

                                                 
2   The specification is available for download at Bluetooth’s official website, www.bluetooth.org 
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for those interested in implementing the Matlab code.  The code for this program, called 

fh_scheme.m, is also listed in the Appendix.    

The frequency hop scheme is transmitted from the master to all slaves in the piconet via 

the FHS (Frequency Hop Scheme) packet.  This sequence is the order of frequencies on 

which data packets will be transmitted in successive timeslots.  Lost packets can be 

counted by comparing the Matlab-generated FHS with the frequency sequence list 

recorded in the Protocol Analyzer’s log file.   

 

To calculate lost packets, the total number of the Analyzer’s logged transmissions per 

channel of Data, NULL, Recoverable Errors and Non-Recoverable Errors are first 

summed, using channel_counter.m.  Then, the Matlab frequency-hop prediction 

program, fh_scheme.m, is run to obtain the frequency sequence of all data transmissions 

that should have occurred between the start time [first recorded timetick] and end time 

[last recorded timetick].  The channel-counter program is run again to count the total 

number of occurrences per channel and yield a total number of Predicted Transmissions 

per channel.  Lost channels are the difference between the Total Predicted 

Transmissions/channel and the Total Recorded Transmissions/channel.   
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CHAPTER 5:  SINGLE CHANNEL PER PREDICTIONS 

 

 

5.1 INTRODUCTION 

 

Once a method is devised to characterize oven spectrum, it becomes possible to predict 

how ovens affect Bluetooth transmission.  This section describes how PER is calculated 

for those Bluetooth channels experiencing the most interference due to oven spectral 

emissions.  The newest Emerson oven (Model: MW8107WA) is chosen for single-

channel PER measurements as it produces the most stable, CW-type interfering spectrum.  

Theoretically, Bluetooth channels around the oven’s 2450 MHz center operating 

frequency should be hit the hardest with interfering emissions.  Therefore, channels 50-54 

are analyzed to determine how many packet errors will occur on these channels.  

 

In order to determine the number of packet errors on a channel, the C/I (carrier-to-

interference ratio) for each channel is first calculated.  A channel’s C/I ratio is directly 

related to the number of packet errors.  If a channel’s C/I level falls below the calculated 

C/I threshold at any instant of time during oven operation, the packet transmitted at that 

instant is likely in error.  An attempt is made to count the number of packet errors per 

channel by counting the number of times the C/I of a channel falls below it’s threshold 

value.   

 

 

5.2. BLUETOOTH RECEIVER CALIBRATION CONCEPT 

 

Carrier-to-interference ratio for a device is defined as the difference between the received 

power signal level and the oven interfering power level: 

 

)()()( dBmIdBmPdB
I
C

r −=  

 

5.2.1 
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The problem is that the CSR Casira radios are Class I devices3 employing power 

control.  This means that each radio strives to maintain a constant received power during 

a connection.  The transmitting radio continually checks it’s RSSI level, and if this 

indicator shows a positive or negative value, the radio sends requests to the other radio to 

adjust it’s transmitting power accordingly.  Consequently, the other unit adjusts it’s 

transmitting power4 between 1 mW - 100 mW to ensure a constant RSSI on the other end 

of the link.  A constant received power means that the received power at the slave varies 

as a function of the master’s transmitting power.  This varying received power, Pr, on 

each channel must be measured in order to be able to calculate channel C/I threshold 

levels for packet errors. 

 

When the master and slave radios are operating, the transmit power, Pt, is recorded by the 

Bluetooth Stack software and can be read.  It is known that the master Bluetooth radio 

automatically increases it’s transmit power to the maximum value when the slave is 

disconnected from the piconet.  For the CSR unit, the maximum transmit power is 

consistently 12 dBm when a Connection link is broken and the slave is still 

communicating with the master.  When the slave is re-connected to it’s antenna, it does 

not need the maximum transmit power outputted by the master.  It requests the master to 

decrease it’s transmit power.  The idea is to wait for the transmit power, Pt, to decrease to 

an acceptable level for the particular link distance before recording a channel’s Pr values 

from the analyzer.    

 

 

5.3 RECEIVE POWER MEASUREMENT PROCEDURE 

 

This section discusses the method devised to find the received power for a certain link 

distance.  First, the spectrum analyzer is placed in the Zero-Span mode of operation.  In 

this mode, the span of the analyzer is set to 0 Hz so that the instrument is tuned to a 

single frequency.  Thus, the instrument is now set up to sweep the time domain, and 

                                                 
3   Devices transmitting within the power range of 0 dBm – 20 dBm. 
4   It is determined that the transmit power is changed in 4 dBm steps.   
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basically acts like an oscilloscope to measure changes in signal level over time.  The 

frequency was chosen to be 2450 MHz.    

 

The sweep mode is set for Video triggering.  When triggering off the video, a reference 

level is set on the screen and the analyzer starts tracing when it sees a signal rising above 

this level.  The analyzer can now latch onto receive Bluetooth signals in time.  A sweep 

time of 100 ms is chosen to capture many Bluetooth Pr signals in one sweep.   

 

The video bandwidth described in Section 2.7.1 of Chapter 2 must be chosen carefully.  

In a 625 µs Bluetooth time slot, data is transmitted for ~ 400 µs and the other 225 µs is 

lost to synthesizer settling time.  Thus the rise time, τr, of the analyzer has to be faster 

than 400 µs in order for the instrument to rise to the signal’s maximum value before 

moving on to capture another signal.  Therefore, the video bandwidth and resolution 

bandwidth are both set to 1 MHz, which enables a rise time of .35 µs, from equation 

2.7.1-2 in Chapter 2.  This is a more than adequate value that satisfies the requirement.   

 

 

5.4 RECEIVE POWER MEASUREMENTS FOR CHANNELS 50-54 

 

The experimental setup is shown in Figure 5.4.1 below.  Master and slave radios are 

placed 1 meter apart.  A connection is established between radios and the Receiver 

Calibration Measurement Procedure is applied to channels 50-54.   

 

A slight human error is introduced in the Pr measurements when the slave radio is 

disconnected and reconnected to it’s antenna.  Although the slave radio unit was taped to 

the desk, it invariably shifted position when the antenna cable was removed and re-

plugged into the unit’s port.  Although this shift is minimal (~ 1-2 centimeters), the 

change in distance becomes important when one considers that the wavelength at 2.50 

GHz is 12 cm.  To limit the effect of this human error, received power values are 

recorded seven times with multiple connections for each channel, and averaged to 

determine the Bluetooth channel Pr used in further calculations.    
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Figure 5.4.1.  Bluetooth Receive Power measurement setup. 
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Table 5.4.1 shows these Pr values.  For the 1m link distance, the transmit power dropped 

from a maximum of 12 dBm to -8 dBm every time the slave was connected.  This 

happened consistently during measurement on each channel, resulting in a constant -20 

dB reduction in transmit power from the maximum value.  Thus, the received power 

values in Table 5.4.1 were obtained for a consistent -8 dBm transmit power.  A concern is 

that the received signals due to the positions of the radios might be susceptible to 

multipath fading.  However, the average value of ~ 55 dBm for Pr across channels in 

Table 5.4.1 indicates that the experimental setup in the room was not affected by 

multipath nulls.     

 

Table 5.4.1.  Received powers for five Bluetooth channels with the slave unit connected.   
Channel 

(+ 2.40 GHz) 

50 51 52 53 54 

-55.8 -53.1 -53.4 -58 -53.4 

-54.9 -54.6 -59 -56.6 -56.5 

-56.5 -44.7 -54.8 -52.5 -53.7 

-58.7 -53.5 -58.2 -52.9 -56.3 

-53.9 -54.3 -58.1 -57 -56.9 

-55.8 -53.2 -53.7 -53.9 -52.7 

Pr 

(dBm) 

-56.1 -54.9 -53.3 -54.1 -56.5 

Average Pr 

(dBm) 

-55.9 -51.8 -55.4 -54.8 -55.0 

 

When observing the spectrum analyzer’s display to record Pr values, it is easy to 

distinguish between received signals from the master and the slave’s transmitted response 

signals.  Since the slave is connected directly to the antenna on the spectrum analyzer, the 

high power levels are the slave’s responses, and the lower power levels are the master’s 

signals transmitted from 1 m away.  The difference in the signals can clearly be seen in 

Figure 5.4.2 below.  The reason why the slave’s transmitter signals are at -22 dBm, even 

though the receiver is directly connected to the antenna, is attributed to the losses 

involved.  In Figure 5.4.1, the cable loss, from the radio to the input of the power splitter 

and from the splitter’s output to the analyzer, is 1 dB each.  The splitter itself reduces the 

incoming signal by half power (3 dB).  Finally, the signal displayed by the spectrum 
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analyzer is attenuated by 10 dB due to the internal loss of the instrument.  These losses 

decrease the original slave’s transmitted signal power level by -15 dB.  The received 

master signals fall within the range of -51 dBm to -54 dBm.      

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.4.2.  Slave unit’s transmitted and received signals.   

The slave’s Tx signals are at a –22.5 dBm level, and it’s Rx signals are at –55 dBm. 

 

 

5.5 CHANNEL C/I THRESHOLDS AND NUMBER OF PACKET ERRORS 

 

A Matlab function called received_pwr.m was written to calculate the C/I threshold 

levels where interference would cause packet errors on any channel.  First, ovenpwr.m 

was executed to read in the interfering power emissions of the oven.  The interfering 

power samples over a period of time was subtracted from that channel’s measured 

received Bluetooth power (Pr in Table 5.4.1) to yield a threshold C/I value for the 

channel.  The program then calculates the channel’s average PER, which is the percent of 

time that the oven interferes with the channel, using oven spectral data gathered 

previously.  Finally the channel’s number of packet errors can be found by multiply the 

Rx signals 
at –55 dBm 

 

Tx signals at 
–22.5 dBm 
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average PER times the total number of transmissions predicted by the Matlab Frequency 

Hop Scheme routine.   

 

First, the ovenpwr.m function described in Section 3 is run to produce the matrix 

containing oven power emission values.  These spectral emissions are gathered over 34 

seconds of oven operation.  Then, received_pwr.m calculates the C/I and Number of 

Packet Errors.  The code for this function is listed in Appendix D.   

 

First, the program converts the oven’s interfering power to absolute power (Watts) and 

reads the values into a matrix.  The power levels are read from the respective five bins 

that the spectrum analyzer used to hold the channel’s power measurements.  The 

channel’s C/I is estimated by subtracting this interfering power matrix from it’s 

previously measured Pr.  

 

To determine the PER across the channel, the program counts the number of times the C/I 

falls below the official Bluetooth defined co-channel interference ratio, C/Ico-channel
5

.  

Packet error rate is estimated as the percent of time that the bin has interfering power 

levels.  For each sample, a counter increments if the C/I value is less than 11 dB.  PER is 

calculated by dividing the total number of interfering emissions by the total number of 

sweeps (total number of power values in the bin).  This is repeated for all five bins in the 

channel: 

 

An average PER is then found for the channel by taking the arithmetic mean of the five 

PER values: 

 

Finally, the total number of packet errors on the channel is found by multiplying the 

Average PER by the number of predicted packets: 
                                                 
5   Co-channel interference, C/Ico-channel = 11 dB as defined in Section 4.2:  Interference Performance of the 
Bluetooth Baseband Specificaiton. 

sweeps) ofnumber  (Total
)emissions ginterferin ofnumber  Total()5:1(PER = 5.5.1 

5)):Mean(PER(1PER Average = 5.5.2 
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In summary, the function takes as inputs: the matrix containing oven emission values, 

channel number, measured channel Pr, and predicted number of packets6 transmitted on 

the channel.  The function outputs the Received power Pr, C/I threshold level CIR, 

Average_ CIR calculated across the channel, Average_ PER and theoretical number of 

packet errors.  
 

The number of packet errors is inversely proportional to a channel’s Carrier to 

Interference Ratio.  A higher received signal level (i.e. a greater C/I) will yield less 

packet errors during transmission on that channel.   

 

 

5.6 SINGLE CHANNEL PER CALCULATION RESULTS 

 

The results of the single-channel PER calculations are listed in Table 5.6.1 below.  The 

Emerson oven outputs its highest interfering spectral emissions on channel 50, with high 

levels of co-channel interference affecting adjacent channel 51.  Results show that packet 

errors only occur on these channels, since the oven’s CW interfering signal is emitted at 

the center operating frequency of 2450 MHz.  The results show that the PER (and 

consequently the Number of Packet Errors) decrease as the C/Ico-channel specified in the 

simulation is decreased.  For the official Bluetooth C/Ico-channel of 11 dB, the number of 

packet errors drop from ~246 to 0 over a 1 MHz bandwidth.   The channels that fall 

outside of the oven’s operating 3 MHz bandwidth (Ch 50 and its adjacent channels) are 

not susceptible to packet errors.  This conclusion can be applied to all other Bluetooth 

channels since oven emitted power at these frequencies are around 70 dBm, well below 

the threshold interfering range of ~ -47 dBm. 

 

 

                                                 
6   The fh_scheme.m program predicts the number of packets that should be transmitted on a channel.   

Packets Predicted ofNumber PER Averageerrorspacket  ofNumber ×= 5.5.3 
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Table 5.6.1.  Single-channel PER calculations  
Bluetooth  

C/Ico-channel 

(dB) 

Channel 

(+2.40 GHz) 

C/I  

(dB) 

Channel PER 

(% time) 

Theoretical 

No. of Packet 

Errors for 

DM packets 

Theoretical 

No. of Packet 

Errors for DH 

packets 

50 -5.18 80 262 262 

51 3.77 75 247 247 

52 17.8 0 0 0 

53 18.6 0 0 0 

12 

54 18.4 0 0 0 

50 -5.18 79 260 261 

51 3.77 74.8 246 246 

52 17.8 0 0 0 

53 18.6 0 0 0 

11 

54 18.4 0 0 0 

50 -5.18 79 258 260 

51 3.77 74 242 242 

52 -5.18 0 0 0 

53 18.6 0 0 0 

10 

54 18.4 0 0 0 

50 -5.18 76 249 249 

51 3.77 71 235 235 

52 17.8 0 0 0 

53 18.6 0 0 0 

9 

54 18.4 0 0 0 

50 -5.18 75 247 247 

51 3.77 75 247 245 

52 17.8 0 0 0 

53 18.6 0 0 0 

8 

54 18.4 0 0 0 

 

The theoretical Number of Packet Errors, as described by Equation 5.5.3, is dependent on 

the Number of Predicted Packet calculated by the Matlab FHSS prediction program, 

fh_scheme.m (described in Section 4).  The Number of Predicted Packets, inputted into 

the Matlab routine received_pwr.m to calculate the Number of Packet Errors, is different 
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for the DM and DH packet type cases.  This explains the slight difference in the 

theoretical Number of Packet Errors for DM and DH packets in Table 5.6.1. 

 

As a sanity check, a simple calculation can be done to verify the program’s simulation 

results.  For the C/Ico-channel of 11 dB,  consider the case between the largest number of 

packet errors: occurring on channel 50, and the least errors occurring on channel 54:  The 

difference in DM and DH packet errors between these channels is 260 – 0 = 260 packets.  

Interfering emissions on channel 50 occur for 79 % longer time than on channel 54, when 

the oven is operated for 34 seconds.  During half-duplex transmission, if there are:   

     

second*channel
ed transmittpackets 10

channel79
1

second
ed transmittpackets 800

=× ,  

 

and for errors occurring over a 79 % longer time period on channel 50, we have: 

 

=×× seconds 34
second*channel

ed transmittpackets 10%79 269 more packet errors occurring on  

 

channel 50 than channel 54.  This quick sanity-check agrees very well with the difference 

in packet errors calculated using the Matlab function.  Considering that some of these 

errors may be recoverable, this number is not bad over such a large time-frame!   

 

Even though the Emerson’s spectral plot shows high emissions on Ch 51-52, the highest 

emissions occur periodically approximately every 8.5 seconds.  When comparing these 

infrequent high power level occurrences with 625 µs Bluetooth transmission slots, it is 

not surprising that packets will be knocked out sparingly.   
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CHAPTER 6:  INTERFERENCE EXPERIMENTS SETUP AND RESULTS 

  

 

6.1 INTRODUCTION 

 

This chapter describes the microwave oven-on-Bluetooth interference experiments and 

presents the obtained results.  First, a description is given of all instruments used in the 

experiments and their relative positions are illustrated.  Next, the experimental procedure 

followed in all interference experiments is discussed briefly.  Each environmental 

scenario where experiments are conducted is pictured and the results of the experiments 

are displayed.  Included with each scenario is a throughput analysis of the experiment 

results.  

 

 

6.2 INTERFERENCE EXPERIMENT SETUP  

 

Figure 6.2 below shows the basic experimental setup for all the interference experiments.  

The transmitting station consists of the Bluetooth transmitting unit (master) and the 

Tektronix Protocol Analyzer.  These two devices are controlled by a laptop computer 

running the Bluetooth Stack software and Bluetooth Protocol Analyzer software 

simultaneously.  A receiving station, consisting of the Bluetooth receiving unit (slave) 

and the spectrum analyzer is positioned in another location.  These two devices are 

connected to a personal computer, which controls the analyzer with the LabView 

software and the receiver radio with the Bluetooth Stack software.  The interfering 

microwave oven is placed some distance away from the piconet, which is specified in the 

environmental configurations described later.    

 

On the receiving end, a printed dipole antenna is used to receive both oven spectral 

emissions and the incoming Bluetooth packets.  A power splitter allowed the Bluetooth 

receive radio and the spectrum analyzer to be connected to this same antenna.  Given the 

operating frequency of ~2.45 GHz, the wavelength of oven power signals and Bluetooth 
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transmissions is around 12.5 cm.  At this small wavelength, using separate antennas to 

capture Bluetooth received signals and oven emissions simultaneously can introduce 

errors due to multipath.  Thus, the splitter enables the use of a single antenna to receive 

all incoming Bluetooth and interfering oven signals.  
     
 

 

 

 

             

             

             

             

             

             

             

             

             

             

             

             

             

             

             

             

             

    

 

Figure 6.2.  Experimental setup for collecting oven emissions and Bluetooth data.    
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6.3 EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 

 

The meticulously-timed data collection procedure described in this section is used in all 

the interference experiments.  First, the master and slave radios are reset and placed in 

Inquiry and Page Scan Mode.  This puts the master and slave in a “handshaking” mode 

where the master polls the slave who responds with NULL packets.  This enables the 

master to synchronize with the slave radio and relay its clock and FHS (Frequency Hop 

Scheme) information.  The oven is set to run for three minutes with a water load.  After 

the oven is allowed to warm up for thirty seconds, the LabView program is started on the 

P.C. to record spectral emission power values for thirty-four seconds.  Once the program 

finishes collecting spectral data, the Protocol Analyzer software is started on the P.C. to 

monitor the data transmission within the piconet.  After the Analyzer is connected to the 

piconet, a stream of data, sent either with DM or DH packet types, is transmitted from 

master to slave.  Data is transmitted across the link until 50,000 packet transmissions are 

recorded by the Analyzer.  The oven is turned off and the Analyzer’s log file is edited to 

delete the NULL-POLL “handshaking” transmissions used during synchronization and 

relay of FHS information.  The edited log file is imported into an Excel worksheet, where 

the types of data packets are separated and counted, as described in Section 4.4.        

 

  

6.4 ENVIRONMENTAL SCENARIOS AND RESULTS 

 

All experiments are conducted in three different environments.  This section breaks down 

the experiments according to the environments in which they are conducted.  The first 

type of scenario is a close-range indoor environment.  The second scenario is an indoor 

office/cubicle setting.  Lastly, experiments are conducted in a free-space, line-of-sight 

outdoor environment.   

 

The approach of this research is not to determine specific distances between the radios 

and interfering source where noise would be a problem.  In real-life deployment 

scenarios, distances between Bluetooth devices and between Bluetooth devices and ovens 
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will occur randomly.  Instead, the focus of the experiments is to determine how a general 

range of distance between interfering ovens and the piconet affected transmissions.  Also, 

attention is paid to how propagation of the interfering signals through obstacles in the 

environment affects transmission within the piconet.  Thus, the majority of the 

experiments are conducted with the distances between the transmitting and receiving 

stations fixed while the oven is moved to different positions in incremental distances 

away from the piconet.  A few tests are carried out with the receiving station and 

interfering oven moved together to a different location.   

 

Modular Building Tests 

 

First, the experimental setup described above is deployed in the CWT’s Modular 

Building.  The building is a trailer with walls made of particle-wood.  Three scenarios are 

considered using two different ovens as interferers.  The results are broken down by the 

various scenarios. 

 

Scenario 1:  Bluetooth Lab 

 

This is the worst-case interference scenario devised amongst all the scenarios considered.  

The interfering oven, master radio and slave radio are all placed one meter apart from 

each other in the Bluetooth Lab, as depicted in Figure 6.4.1. 
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Figure 6.4.1.  Oven in the same room with the piconet.   
 
First, a DM-packet transmission test is run in this configuration with the oven off.  Figure 

6.4.2 below shows the composite data plot obtained from this run.  Notice that there are 

approximately equal numbers of data (DM) packets, Null packets and Recoverable Errors 

transmitted on each Bluetooth channel.  Thus, the total number of packets transmitted 

back and forth between the master and slave (Full-Duplex transmission) on each 

frequency is also approximately equal.  Furthermore, the total number of packets per 

channel is ~ 610, which agrees with the theoretical calculation that 48,000 packets / 79 

channels = 607 packets should be transmitted per channel.  Even without interference, 

some “normal” errors occur during test due to finite C/N of the link, synchronization 

problems, etc.  However, Figure 6.4.2 shows that these errors are all recoverable.  There 

are no Non-Recoverable Errors or Lost Packets recorded.  The same test is repeated for 

DH-packet type transmission and the results are shown in Figure 6.4.3.     
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Figure 6.4.2.  DM Packets transmitted over one meter without oven interference.    
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Figure 6.4.3.  DH Packets transmitted over one meter without oven interference.               
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There is one similarity and one discrepancy between the two test results.  DH 

transmission is similar to DM transmission in that an approximately equal number of 

packets are transmitted on all channels.  However, more Non-Recoverable Errors are 

recorded with DH-packet types.  This can be explained since DH packets do not employ 

FEC in their payload.  This data is not as resistant to errors as DM data since they are not 

protected, and can thus be corrupted by noise.   

 

An interesting observation is that the DM transmission shows more errors across 

Bluetooth channels than the DH transmission graph.  DM transmission averages 18 

recoverable errors and one non-recoverable error per channel, while DH transmission has 

three average recoverable and seven average non-recoverable errors per channel.  The 

conclusion is that more data is transmitted using DH packets than DM packets.  In the 

case of DM transmission, the receiver is looking for encoded data and can discover more 

packets that don’t match the encoded transmitted data.  The receiver can then proceed to 

correct these erroneous packets.  With DH transmission, the receiver just sees packet 

errors as non-recoverable, and cannot do anything about it.   

 

The test is repeated using the same configuration, with the Emerson (Model:  

MW8107WA) Oven turned on to measure interference effects.  Figure 6.4.4 below shows 

the oven spectral plot taken during this experiment.  Notice that it is similar to the 

Emerson’s PSD described in Section 3.  Figures 6.4.5 and 6.4.6 show how the oven 

affects DM and DH transmission, respectively.  As can be seen, the number of errors per 

channel goes up significantly from the no-interference case.  Now there are packets lost 

to high interfering oven power levels.  A major result is that although there are 

approximately equal numbers of Recoverable and Non-Recoverable errors across 

Bluetooth channels, the highest concentrations of lost packets occur on channels 51-54 

because of high oven emitted power levels.  By overlapping the oven’s emission 

spectrum onto the composite bar graph, it is obvious that high power levels emitted 

around the oven’s 2450 MHz center operating frequency completely wipes out packets on 

these channels.  As expected, since DM packets are more resilient to interfering power, 
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more of these packets are recoverable at the receiver and more data is sent across the link 

using these packets.  More Non-Recoverable errors are received using DH packets.     
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Figure 6.4.4.  Emerson interfering from the Bluetooth Lab. 
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Bluetooth Lab:  Emerson affecting DM1 transmission
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Figure 6.4.5.  Emerson affecting DM1 transmission. 

 

Emerson oven placed in the same room as the piconet, affecting Bluetooth channels around the 2450 MHz operating frequency.  DM1 

packet transmission produces more recoverable errors.  
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Bluetooth Lab:  Emerson affecting DH1 transmission
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Figure 6.4.6.  Emerson affecting DH1 transmission. 

 

Emerson oven in the same room as the piconet affects Bluetooth channels around the 2450 MHz center operating frequency.  DH 

transmission yields better throughput than the DM case, but more non-recoverable errors.
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For the experimental configuration described above, the theoretical calculations of the 

number of packet errors on frequencies about the oven center operating frequency agree 

with these measured results.  Table 6.4.1 lists the number of packet errors on each 

channel calculated using the received_pwr.m program versus the measured channel 

packet errors from the experiment.  The accuracy between the calculated number of 

packet errors and the measured packet errors ranges from 85.2 % to 93.8 %.   

 

Table 6.4.1.  Accuracy of Calculated versus Measured Packet Errors 

Packet Type DM-Packet Types DH-Packet Types 

Channels 50 51 50 51 

Calculated 

Packet Errors 

(assuming -15 

dB C/Ico-channel) 

258 247 258 247 

Measured 

Packet Errors 

(C/I ≈ -15 dB)  

320 273 351 337 

Accuracy (%) 93.8  86.4  85.2 93.2  

       

To see if different ovens affect Bluetooth data transmission in different ways, the General 

Electric oven is now used as the interferer.  The collected oven’s spectral emissions (in 

Figure 6.5.7) show that the G.E.’s power levels around the 2450 MHz center operating 

frequency are not as high as for the Emerson oven.  As a result, Figures 6.5.8 and 6.5.9 

indicate that there are a lesser number of lost packets when compared with the results 

using the Emerson oven, since channels 48-52 are not as strongly affected by oven 

interference.  The lower emission values also cause fewer Recoverable and Non-

Recoverable errors across the 80 MHz bandwidth.  Power levels of around –60 dBm 

emitted on channels 73-75 are strong enough to cause a significant number (~ 11 for DM, 

23 for DH) of dropped packets on these channels.  
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Figure 6.4.7.  General Electric interfering from the Bluetooth Lab. 
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Bluetooth Lab:  G.E. Oven affecting DM1 transmission
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Figure 6.4.8.  G.E. oven affecting DM1 transmission. 

 

General Electric oven in the same room as the piconet, affects channels around the center operating frequency of 2450 MHz as well as 

channels 73-75.  There are more recoverable errors in this case than for the DH packet experimental results. 
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Bluetooth Lab:  G.E. Oven affecting DH1 transmission
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Figure 6.4.9.  G.E. oven affecting DH1 transmission.   

 

General Electric oven in the same room as the piconet, affects channels around 2450 MHz as well as channels 73-75.  There are more 

non-recoverable errors but has increased throughput than the DM packet experimental results.  
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Additional spectral plots for the following experiments are listed in Appendix G.  The 

oven plots are very similar to the respective oven’s PSD described in Section 3, and need 

not be discussed further.  The rest of this section only focuses on the results from future 

experiments, with frequent references to the visual data in the Appendix.   

 

Scenario 2:  Oven in the room across the hall 

 

The interfering oven is now moved to the room across the hall to evaluate the effects on 

Bluetooth transmission.  The experimental configuration for these experiments is shown 

in Figure 6.4.10 below.  Here, the oven has a line-of-sight path to the slave unit, but not 

the master radio in the Bluetooth Lab.   

 
Figure 6.4.10.  Oven in the room across the hall with the door open 

   

With this environmental scenario, it appears that the walls of the hallway and the 

increased distance of the oven from the piconet serve to reduce the levels of the emitted 

signals.  Thus, the weaker interfering oven signals emitted at all other frequencies are 
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reduced to the noise floor, while the signals emitted around the 2450 MHz center 

operating frequency are simply reduced in magnitude.  This is apparent by viewing the 

emitted spectra of the Emerson and G.E. ovens in Figures G-1 and G-2, respectively.  

Here, the magnitude of the Emerson’s highest power levels are reduced by 7 dB and the 

G.E.’s highest levels go down by almost 20 dB.  Although the highest signal levels for 

both ovens are approximately equal in magnitude, the Emerson outputs these high levels 

across a wider bandwidth than the G.E.  The results of the experiments shown in Figures 

6.4.11-14 agree with the spectral plots.  It is clear from the graphs that the majority of lost 

packets again appear on channels 50-52 for the Emerson, and on channels 50-52 and 73-

75 for the G.E. oven.  The number of lost packets dropped significantly for this scenario 

than from the case of the oven in the Bluetooth lab.  For example, the Emerson in the 

same room causes an average of 116 errors per channel, while only 40 errors per channel 

when interfering from the other room.
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Emerson affecting DM transmission from other room
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Figure 6.4.11.  Emerson affecting DM1 transmission from other room. 

 

Emerson affects DM1 packets from across the hall, with the door open.  The oven causes less packet errors and dropped packets 

across channels than when in the same room. 
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Emerson affecting DH transmission from other room
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Figure 6.4.12.  Emerson affecting DH1 transmission from other room.   

 

Emerson affects DH1 packets from across the hall, with the door open.  More non-recoverable errors are evident than for the DM case.  
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G.E. affecting DM1 packets from across the hall
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Figure 6.4.13.  GE affecting DM1 packets from across the hall. 

 

G.E. affects DM1 packets from across the hall, with the door open.  The oven causes less packet errors and dropped packets across 

channels than when in the same room. 
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G.E. affecting DH packets from other room
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Figure 6.4.14.  GE affecting DH transmission from the other room. 

G.E. affects DH1 packets from across the hall, with the door open.  Again, more non-recoverable errors, but increased throughput are 

apparently different from the DM case.
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   Scenario 3:  Oven and Slave in room across the hall 

 

Moving the slave into the room across the hall with the interfering oven should produce 

worse packet error results.  This scenario is setup according to the distances shown in 

Figure 6.4.15.  The room’s door is also closed to see if the master’s transmissions are 

affected by non-line-of-sight transmission.  Again, both the Emerson and G.E. ovens are 

used for DM and DH experiments.     

 
Figure 6.4.15.  Oven and slave in the room across the hall with the door open 

 

The prediction that more packet errors should result from this scenario is verified by the 

graphs in Figures 6.4.16-17.  More errors appear across all the Bluetooth channels. 
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Emerson and slave in room across hall affecting DM packets
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Figure 6.4.16.  Emerson and slave in room across hall affecting DM transmission. 

 

Emerson causes more errors across channels when the slave is moved into the room across the hall, with the door open.  The number 

of dropped packets significantly increases from the previous cases. 
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Emerson and slave in same room affecting DH transmission
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Figure 6.4.17.  Emerson affecting DH transmission when oven and slave are in room across the hall. 
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Whittemore Hall Tests 

 

Next, the experimental setup is moved to an indoor office-type setting.  In this 

environment, there are many more objects obstructing the direct paths between the oven 

and the two radios.  The cubicle walls in the CWT’s Graduate Student Lab are made out 

of a cloth fabric, with metal connections linking the wall segments.  Figure 6.4.18 below 

shows the layout of the Grad Lab.  The goal of these experiments is to see how different 

obstructing objects and types of walls affect oven interfering signals.  Thus, only the 

Emerson oven is used in the following experiments.     
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Figure 6.4.18.  Environmental layout of the CWT’s Graduate Student Lab. 
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Scenario 4:  Oven interfering from the Grad Lab 

 

In this scenario, the oven is placed in the same office as the piconet, described by 

Position 1 in the layout above.  There is no line-of-sight from the radios to the oven.  

With the large interfering distance and objects obstructing the direct paths from oven to 

radios, there is almost no interference to data transmission.  Figures 6.4.19-20 show that 

only channels 50-52 are obstructed.    
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Oven in Grad Lab:  Emerson affecting DM1 transmission
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Figure 6.4.19.  Oven in the Grad lab affecting DM transmission. 

 

Large distance from interferer to piconet results in few DM packet errors around 2450 MHz.   
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Oven in Grad Lab:  Emerson affecting DH1 transmission
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Figure 6.4.20.  Oven in Grad Lab affecting DH transmission. 

 

Large distance from interferer to piconet results in few DH packet errors around 2450 MHz.  
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Scenario 5:  Oven interfering from the Hallway 

 

The oven is moved to Position 2, where it interferes from the hallway.  Here, the oven is 

actually closer to the piconet but is blocked by the wooden wall of the Lab.  Even though 

the oven is closer, the wall blocking spectral emissions yields results similar to the 

previous situation.  That is, interference does not heavily affect Bluetooth transmission 

except at the oven’s center operating frequency.  Figures 6.4.21-22 show that the same 

three channels, 52-54, are affected by the oven. 
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Figure 6.4.21.  Oven behind drywall affecting DM transmission.   

 

Oven behind drywall barely affects DM transmissions around channels around oven’s center 2450 MHz operating frequency. 
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Figure 6.4.22.  Oven behind drywall affecting DH transmission. 

 

Oven behind drywall barely affects DH transmission on channels around oven’s center 2450 MHz operating frequency. 
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Scenario 6:  Oven interfering from the Stairwell 

 

When the oven is moved to Position 3 in the building’s stairwell, an interesting result 

occurs.  The oven is somewhere midway in interfering distance to the piconet, when 

compared to the other scenarios.  However, it seems that the concrete wall of the 

stairwell completely blocks the oven’s signals.  Figures 6.4.23-24 show almost no errors 

occurring during the experiment.  Thus, propagating waves are greatly reduced in power 

by thicker obstructing materials.   
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Figure 6.4.23.  Emerson in stairwell affecting DM transmission.   

Emerson has almost no effect on DM transmission from it’s location in the stairwell, 

behind a concrete wall.     

 
Figure 6.4.24.  Emerson in stairwell affecting DH transmission.   

Emerson barely effects DH transmission from it’s location in the stairwell.     
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Scenario 7:  Oven and piconet outside  

 

The final experiments are conducted outside purely to test interference on the Golden 

Receive Range of the slave radio.  The Golden Receive Range is the link distance 

between transmitter and receive radio where each unit’s received power is somewhere 

between -30 and -50 dBm.  Receiver signal strengths falling in this range is optimal for 

Bluetooth communication.  The oven is placed right beside the slave radio and the 

master is set up in a direct line-of-sight path from the slave, as shown in Figure 6.4.25.   

 

 
Figure 6.4.25.  Experimental setup in the outdoor environment   

 

In order to yield maximum interference results, three-time slot packet types are used in 

transmission.  In the first experimental setup, the link distance is set at 30 m, which is 

within the Golden Receive Range.  Figures 6.4.26-27 show the results of data 

transmission when the oven is turned on.  The results show that using larger time slot 

packets and placing the oven directly besides the slave produces the worst results out of 

all the interference setups.  Since the packets are larger and take up more timeslots (3 

slots for DM3 packets), there is more of a chance that the packet will be susceptible to 

high oven interfering power levels.     
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Figure 6.4.26.  Interference results for a 30 m link distance shows poor performance.  
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The receiver and oven are moved out of Bluetooth’s Golden Receiver Range, to a line-

of-sight distance 72m away from the master.  The combination of close range oven 

interfering signals and large link distances result in still worse packet error results, as 

shown by Figures 6.4.27-28.  
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Outside:  Emerson affecting DM1 transmission for a 72 m link distance
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Figure 6.4.27.  Emerson’s effects on DM1 transmission for a 72 m link distance. 
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Outside:  Emerson affecting DH1 transmission for 72 m link distance
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Figure 6.4.28.  Emerson’s effects on DH1 transmission for a 72 m link distance.
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6.5 THROUGHPUT ANALYSIS 

 

Data rate is calculated for each experiment to determine how the interfering oven affects 

data transmission.  The throughput is calculated by the following formula:  

    

Start time-timeEnd
) byteper  (Bitsdata) of (Bytespackets) data ofNumber ( ××

=R  

 

The number of data packets is the total number of packets transmitted (data and 

recoverable errors) minus the total number of Non Recoverable errors and Lost packets.  

The number of data bytes transmitted in the payload is given in Table 2.5.2-2 of Chapter 

2, for the type of packet used in transmission.  There are 8 bits per byte of data.  The 

time taken to transmit all the data in the experiment is the End time value minus the Start 

time value, taken from the Analyzer’s log file.       

 

Table 6.5.1 and 6.5.2 below shows the throughput values calculated for the experiments, 

using the two interfering ovens.  When no oven interference is present, the data rates are 

approximately equal to the maximum throughput rates defined in Section 2’s Table 

2.5.2-2.  Throughput performance is increased when the interfering distance to the 

piconet and number of obstructing objects is increased.  It also makes sense that more 

data is transmitted with DH-type packets since these packets do not employ FEC and can 

carry more payload.  Increased payload is better than FEC since more data is transmitted 

with lower overhead [13] .       

    

A general trend noticed is that as long as the oven is kept at a safe distance, Bluetooth 

transmission will not be affected.  For distances of 7.64 m and 8.9 m to the master and 

slave units, respectively, throughput suffered only a 4.5 % drop in DM transmission and 

7 % drop for DH transmission.  Thus, a major finding in this research suggests that for 

Class I devices, an oven will not affect data performance if it is kept at a 10 m distance 

from the nearest device in a piconet.   
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Table 6.5.1.  Throughput results of the Emerson oven experiments  
Experimental Scenario DM1 packet 

transmission 

DH1 packet 

transmission 

DM3 packet 

transmission 

DH3 packet 

transmission 

1. Without Interference  108.4 kbps 126.4 kbps N/A N/A 

1. With Interference 75.3 kbps 99.9 kbps N/A N/A 

2. Oven- Piconet dis.= 5 m 85.2 kbps 149.6 kbps N/A N/A 

3. Oven- Slave (2 m); Oven-      

Master (5 m)  

57.6 kbps 138.0 kbps N/A N/A 

4. Oven-  Piconet (12.5 m) 105.4 kbps 163.7 kbps N/A N/A 

5. Oven-  Piconet (8 m) 

Drywall 

103.9 kbps 160.7 kbps N/A N/A 

6. Oven- Piconet (10 m); 

concrete wall 

107.8 kbps 163.0 kbps N/A N/A 

7- 30 m link distance outside 25.1 kbps 68.4 kbps 238.5 kbps 261.8 kbps 

7- 72 m link distance outside 38.5 kbps 38.4 kbps N/A N/A 

 

Table 6.5.2.  Throughput results of the G.E. oven experiments  
Experimental Scenario DM1 packet 

transmission 

DH1 packet 

transmission 

DM3 packet 

transmission 

DH3 packet 

transmission 

1. Without Interference  108.4 kbps 126.4 kbps N/A N/A 

1. With Interference 91.3 kbps 144.8 kbps N/A N/A 

2. Oven- Piconet dis.= 5 m 94.2 kbps 143.6 kbps N/A N/A 

3. Oven- Slave (2 m); Oven-      

Master (5 m) 

86.7 kbps 125.0 kbps N/A N/A 

4. Oven-  Piconet (12.5 m) N/A N/A N/A N/A 

5. Oven-  Piconet (8 m) 

Drywall 

N/A N/A N/A N/A 

6. Oven- Piconet (10 m); 

concrete wall 

N/A N/A N/A N/A 

7. 30 m link distance outside N/A N/A N/A N/A 

7- 72 m link distance outside N/A N/A N/A N/A 
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CONCLUSION 

 

 

The results of the oven spectral characterization procedure described in this thesis show 

that each oven possesses a unique Power Spectral Density (PSD).  Thus, it is determined 

that different ovens cause packet errors on specifically different channels, in addition to  

channels 52-54 around the oven’s 2450 MHz center operating frequency.  Moreover, 

measuring the average Bluetooth received power for a given link distance enables 

accurate calculation of a device’s C/I threshold for interference and Number of 

Erroneous Packets, using the Matlab program received_pwr.m   

 

The Excel graphs showing number of received packets per channel point to some very 

obvious conclusions.  Increasing the distance from the oven to the piconet will cause a 

decrease in packet errors across all Bluetooth channels.  The effect of objects obstructing 

the interfering oven’s signals is heavily dependent on the type of material.  There are 

more recoverable errors using DM-type packets, since they are FEC encoded, enabling 

the receiver to discover more erroneous packets.  Although there are more Non-

Recoverable errors using DH type packets, more data is sent in these packets, resulting 

in increased throughput rates when compared with DM packets.       

 

The interference experiments conducted in this research suggests that the safe operating 

distance between an oven and Class I devices is a radius of 10 m.  There are no tests set 

up where the oven is placed between operating devices, so the effect of interference 

directly between devices is not considered.  This situation should not arise in an office 

environment, since the oven will usually be placed beside its power outlet in the wall.  

Thus, the oven will be positioned facing a piconet, not inside the piconet.     

 

Further research into the interference issue could shift to considering the oven’s effects 

on Bluetooth voice transmission.  This would be interesting work since voice packets 

transmitted on the SCO link do not employ CRC and are not retransmitted.  Also, now 

that a method has been devised to characterize oven emitted spectra, the effects of using 
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non-turntable ovens and even commercial ovens as interferers could be evaluated.  Also, 

Power Class II (-6 dBm – 4 dBm output power) devices could be used in future 

interference tests.  This thesis only focused on worst- case interference scenarios where 

the Bluetooth radios were communicating at the highest power levels allowed (Class I 

output powers).  The most likely outcome of using Class II devices in interference 

experiments is increased packet errors and dropped packets across Bluetooth channels.  

Most of the degraded performance will occur on channels 48-52, around microwave 

ovens’ center operating frequency.  This is purely speculation and is not backed up with 

any experimental results.        
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 APPENDIX A:  Serial Cable Pinout and LabView Data Acquisition Program 
 
 
Table A.1  Spectrum analyzer’s serial cable pinout. 
 
Computer (9-Pin Female) Spectrum Analyzer (9-Pin Female) 
1 (DCD) 7 (RTS) 
2 (RD) 3 (TD) 
3 (TD) 2 (RD) 
4 (DTR) 6,8 (DSR, CTS) 
5 (Signal Ground) 5 (Signal Ground) 
6,8 (DSR, CTS) 4 (DTR) 
7 (RTS) 1 (DCD) 
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LabView Data Acquisition Program 
 

This section describes the LabView software program, Serial_Time.vi, written in order 

to save the receive power values from the spectrum analyzer onto a computer.  Figure 

A.1 below shows the program’s LabView VI (Virtual Interface) diagram.  In this 

diagram, the program starts from the leftmost VI block, with each successive step in the 

program scrolling from left to right.  

 

The first VI block creates a text file, called Plot.txt, for storing the received power values 

downloaded from the spectrum analyzer’s buffer.  This function block also sets the file 

path for saving the file onto the computer.  Next, a VISA session is opened to configure 

the communications port on the back of the spectrum analyzer.  The VISA Serial function 

configures the serial port of the spectrum analyzer to the specified settings:  115.2 k baud 

rate, 8 data bits, zero parity bits, 1 stop bit and no flow control.  A cluster function 

defines the analyzer control settings:  VISA Resource Name, Center Frequency, 

Reference Level, Span, Attenuation and Sweep Mode.   

 

Next, a VI function is defined to control the loop that reads the analyzer’s trace values 

from a sweep.  The function gets the user input time and adds the start time of the run to 

create the Run Time parameter.  When the Run Time parameter exceeds the current time, 

the loop terminates.  Inside the loop, a VI gets the current time before each sweep and 

writes this value to the text file to create the sweep’s time-stamp.  This VI is tied to a loop 

that reads the single-sweep power values in real-number format.  A special VI block, 

called Extract Numbers.vi, was written by Sesh Krishnamoorthy to convert the trace 

values into the specific negative dBm power values actually displayed on the analyzer.  

These values are then placed into a 1-dimensional array and written into the text file 

defined in the first VI.  The Run Time parameter on the user interface is defined in a VI 

block.  This VI function is tied to the last loop, which stops the program from 

downloading sweep values when the user-specified run time is exceeded.  After the loop 

terminates, a VI places the spectrum analyzer back into continuous sweep mode.  The 

next VI to the right closes the text file and the final VI closes the VISA session.          
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Figure A.1  Data Acquisition Program Block Diagram.
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APPENDIX B:  Matlab 3-D spectral plotting function, ovenpwr.m 

 

function Oven_Pwr = ovenpwr(file_name,range); 
 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% Plots Microwave interfering power vs. freq vs. time. and calculates  
% Average Noise, C/I ratio, PER and Packet Errors for a particular input 
% channel. 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
 
clc 
close all 
tic 
t=1; 
final_sweep=range; 
for j=1:4:final_sweep,                        % reads a range from the worksheet 
   rng=[j+1,1,j+2,246]; 
a=wk1read(file_name,j,0,rng);   
a=reshape(a',1,492,1);                  % reshapes into column format  
k=1; 
for i=1:492,                           
   if a(i)==0    
else 
   P(k)=a(i);                           % only reads in non-zero values   
   k=k+1; 
end 
end 
Oven_Pwr(t,:)=P;                              % matrix holding values of all sweeps 
t=t+1; 
end 
figure(1) 
surf(Oven_Pwr) 
title('Old Emerson interfering from Bluetooth Lab')  % creates 3-D plot of oven spectra 
xlabel('Bluetooth Channels') 
ylabel('Time (sec.)') 
zlabel('Received power (dBm)') 
 
Oven_Pwr                                 % outputs spectral values   
toc 
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APPENDIX C:  Matlab FHSS description and code  

 

C-1. General Selection Scheme Background 

 

The general frequency selection scheme consists of two parts: 

• selecting a sequence; 

• mapping this sequence on the hop frequencies; 

 

A basic block diagram of the hop selection scheme is shown in Figure C-1.1 [9, p.127].  

Mapping from the input to a particular hop frequency is performed in the selection box.  

Basically, all that is needed as inputs to the selection scheme is the system’s free-running 

native clock (CLKN), and the current address of the Bluetooth master transmitting unit.  

The CLOCK value for each input is 27 bits long.  The upper address part and lower 

address part of the master’s address is 28 bits long, and is the other input into the system.     

 
Figure C-1.1.  General block diagram of the hop selection scheme. 

 

Every Bluetooth unit has an internal system clock which determines the timing and 

hopping of the transceiver.  In the Connection State7, the timing and frequency hopping 

of transmitting Bluetooth unit in the piconet is determined by the Bluetooth clock (CLK) 

of the master unit.  The Bluetooth master clock is derived from the free-running native 

clock, which is never adjusted or turned off.  When the piconet is established, the master 
                                                 
7   The state when a connection has been established between two Bluetooth devices, and packets can be 
sent back and forth.   
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clock is communicated to the slaves.  Each slave then adds an offset to its native clock to 

be synchronized with the master.  It should be noted that the Bluetooth clock has no 

relation to the time of day (or anything else for that matter!), and can therefore be 

initialized at any value. 

 

The clock determines critical periods and triggers the events in the Bluetooth receiver.  

Four periods are important in the Bluetooth system:  312.5 µs, 625 µs, 1.25 ms, and 1.28 

s.  These periods correspond to the timer bits CLK0, CLK1, CLK2 and CLK12, 

respectively, as shown in Figure C-1.2 [9, p.93].  Master-to-slave transmission starts at 

the even-numbered slots when CLK0 and CLK1 are both zero.           

 
Figure C-1.2.  Bluetooth clock 

 

The other piece of information needed to implement the selection scheme is the master’s 

Bluetooth device address.  Each Bluetooth transceiver is allocated a unique 48-bit device 

address (BD_ADDR).  The format of the device address is shown below in Figure C-1.3 

[9, p.142].  The least significant bit is Bit 0, starting in the NAP field.  This address is 

derived from the IEEE802 standard.  The address is divided into three fields [9, p.142]: 

 

• LAP field: lower address part consisting of 24 bits 

• UAP field: upper address part consisting of 8 bits 

• NAP field: non-significant address part consisting of 16 bits 

 

The LAP and UAP form the significant part of the BD_ADDR.  For the selection 

scheme, the address input consists of the 28 bits that make up the entire LAP and the 4 

LSBs of the UAP.  In the Connection state, the address of the master is used.  The output 
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of the selection kernel is a pseudorandom sequence of hop frequencies spanning the 79 

MHz range.      

 

 
Figure C-1.3.  Format of BD_ADDR 

 

C-2. Frequency Hop Selection Kernel Implementation 

 

The hop selection kernel for the Bluetooth 79 hop system is shown in Figure C-2.1 [9, 

p.128].  Input X determines the phase in the 32-hop segment, whereas Y1 and Y2 selects 

between master-to-slave and slave-to-master transmission.  The inputs A to D determine 

the ordering within the segment and inputs E and F determine the mapping onto the hop 

frequencies.  The kernel addresses a register listing the hop frequencies, where all the 

even hop frequencies are listed sequentially before all odd hop frequencies.  In this way, 

a 32-hop segment spans about 64 MHz.  
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Figure C-2.1.  Block diagram of hop selection kernel for the 79-hop system. 

 

The Matlab script file implementing the selection kernel described above is listed below.  

From left to right, the selection procedure involves an addition, an Exclusive-OR (XOR) 

operation, a permutation operation, an addition and finally a register selection.  

Throughout this discussion, the notation Ai is used for bit i of the BD_ADDR.  All the 

inputs shown in the block diagram above are derived from the bits contained in either, or 

a combination of, the master’s address or the Bluetooth clock.  In the connection state, 

the bits that make up these inputs are listed in Table C-2.1 below [9, p.133].  In this table 

the ⊕  represents a binary XOR operation and mod is a Modulus operation.      
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Table C-2.1.  Control for the 79-hop system.  

Selection kernel 

Inputs 

Corresponding bits in Connection State 

X CLK6-2 

Y1 CLK1 

Y2 32 x CLK1  

A A27-23 ⊕  CLK25-21  

B A22-19 

C A8, 6, 4, 2, 0 ⊕  CLK20-16   

D A18-10 ⊕  CLK15-7 

E A13, 11, 9, 7, 5, 3, 1 

F 16 x CLK127-7 mod 79 

 

The first addition in the selection kernel adds a constant to the phase in the 32-hop 

segment, and applies a modulo 32 operation.  When different 32-frequency segments are 

concatenated, the first addition has an impact on the resulting sequence [9, p.129]. 

 

The next step in the kernel implementation is the XOR operation.  If Z’ denotes the 

output of the first addition, then the four LSBs of Z’ are modulo-2 added to the address 

bits A22-19.  The XOR operation is illustrated in Figure C-2.2 [9, p.129].   

 

 
Figure C-2.2.  XOR operation for the 79-hop system.   
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Next, the permutation operation involves the switching from 5 inputs to 5 outputs in a 

manner controlled by the control word.  The permutation, or switching box, consists of 7 

stages of butterfly operations, as shown in Figure C-2.3 [9, p.131].  Table C-2.2 [9, 

p.130] shows the control of the butterflies by the control signals P.  Note that P0-8 

corresponds to D0-8, and Pi + 9 corresponds to Ci ⊕  Y1 for i = 0…4 in Figure C-2.1.       

 

Table C-2.2.  Control of the butterflies for the 79 hop system. 

 

 
Figure C-2.3.  Permutation operation for the 79 hop system.   
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In this stage, the Z input is the output of the XOR operation described previously.  The 

butterfly operation can be implemented with multiplexers as depicted in Figure C-2.4.  In 

the multiplexer, if the control bit P is low (binary 0), then the outputs of the butterfly are 

the same as the inputs.  When P is high (binary 1), the input and output bits are switched 

according to the diagonals of the butterfly. 

 
Figure C-2.4.  Butterfly implementation. 

 

The second addition operation adds two constants to the output of the permutation 

operation.  The first constant is made up of inputs E and F, and the second constant is Y2.  

This has the effect of mapping the 32-hop segment differently on the hop frequencies.  

After the addition, the output is applied modulo 79 for the system type used in the United 

States. 

 

Finally, the output of the adder addresses a bank of 79 registers.  The registers are loaded 

with the synthesizer code words corresponding to the hop frequencies 0 to 78.  Note that 

the upper half of the bank contains the even hop frequencies, whereas the lower half of 

the bank contains the odd frequencies.   
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 Code for the Matlab fh_scheme.m program 

 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% Implementation of Bluetooth's Frequency Hop Selection Kernel 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
 
clc 
clear all 
close all 
count=1; 
tic 
for i=185292680:2:185302928              % timetick range 
    timetick(count)=i; 
    % convert decimal timetick to binary form  
    CLK=de2bi(i,28); 
 
    % Convert master's address to binary form : 
    % Lower address part 
    num=hex2dec('13'); 
    LAP1=de2bi(num,8); 
    num=hex2dec('19'); 
    LAP2=de2bi(num,8); 
    num=hex2dec('00'); 
    LAP3=de2bi(num,8); 
    % 4 least sig. bits of upper address part 
    num=hex2dec('B'); 
    LSB_UAP=de2bi(num,4);     
 
    ADD=[LAP1 LAP2 LAP3 LSB_UAP];         % address binary representation 
 
    % define parameters 
    X=CLK(3:7); 
    Y1=CLK(2); 
    Y2=32*CLK(2);                            % decimal number 
    A=fliplr(xor(ADD(24:28),CLK(22:26))); 
    B=ADD(20:23); 
    C=xor(ADD(1:2:9),CLK(17:21)); 
    D=xor(ADD(11:19),CLK(8:16)); 
    E=ADD(2:2:14); 
    F=mod((16*bi2de(CLK(8:28))),79);       % decimal number 
    % find the control signal 
    for i=1:length(C) 
        P(i)=xor(C(i),Y1); 
    end 
    P=[D P]; 
 
    
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% Hop selection kernel 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
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% Perform first addition 
    fa=bi2de(X)+bi2de(A); 
    fa=mod(fa,32);       
    zp=de2bi(fa,5); 
    
    % xor operation 
    z=zeros(1,5); 
    z(5)=zp(5); 
    for i=1:length(zp)-1 
        z(i)=xor(zp(i),B(i)); 
    end 
 
    
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% Perform the permutation operation 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
 
    temp=0; 
    % first stage:  
    if P(14)==0 
        z(2)=z(2); 
        z(3)=z(3); 
    else 
        temp=z(3); 
        z(3)=z(2); 
        z(2)=temp; 
    end 
    if P(13)==0 
        z(1)=z(1); 
        z(4)=z(4); 
    else 
        temp=z(4); 
        z(4)=z(1); 
        z(1)=temp; 
    end 
    z(5)=z(5); 
    % second stage: 
    if P(12)==0 
        z(2)=z(2); 
        z(4)=z(4); 
    else 
        temp=z(4); 
        z(4)=z(2); 
        z(2)=temp; 
    end 
    if P(11)==0 
        z(3)=z(3); 
        z(5)=z(5); 
    else 
        temp=z(5); 
        z(5)=z(3); 
        z(3)=temp; 
    end 
    z(1)=z(1); 
    % third stage: 
    if P(10)==0 
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        z(1)=z(1); 
        z(4)=z(4); 
    else 
        temp=z(4); 
        z(4)=z(1); 
        z(1)=temp; 
    end 
    if P(9)==0 
        z(2)=z(2); 
        z(5)=z(5); 
    else 
        temp=z(5); 
        z(5)=z(2); 
        z(2)=temp; 
    end 
    z(3)=z(3); 
    % fourth stage: 
    if P(8)==0 
        z(4)=z(4); 
        z(5)=z(5); 
    else 
        temp=z(5); 
        z(5)=z(4); 
        z(4)=temp; 
    end 
    if P(7)==0 
        z(1)=z(1); 
        z(3)=z(3); 
    else 
        temp=z(3); 
        z(3)=z(1); 
        z(1)=temp; 
    end 
    z(2)=z(2); 
    % fifth stage: 
    if P(6)==0 
        z(2)=z(2); 
        z(4)=z(4); 
    else 
        temp=z(4); 
        z(4)=z(2); 
        z(2)=temp; 
    end     
    if P(5)==0 
        z(1)=z(1); 
        z(5)=z(5); 
    else 
        temp=z(5); 
        z(5)=z(1); 
        z(1)=temp; 
    end 
    z(3)=z(3); 
    % sixth stage: 
    if P(4)==0 
        z(4)=z(4); 
        z(5)=z(5); 
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    else 
        temp=z(5); 
        z(5)=z(4); 
        z(4)=temp; 
    end 
    if P(3)==0 
        z(2)=z(2); 
        z(3)=z(3); 
    else 
        temp=z(3); 
        z(3)=z(2); 
        z(2)=temp; 
    end 
    z(1)=z(1); 
    % seventh stage: 
    if P(2)==0 
        z(3)=z(3); 
        z(4)=z(4); 
    else 
        temp=z(4); 
        z(4)=z(3); 
        z(3)=temp; 
    end 
    if P(1)==0 
        z(1)=z(1); 
        z(2)=z(2); 
    else 
        temp=z(2); 
        z(2)=z(1); 
        z(1)=temp; 
    end 
    z(5)=z(5); 
 
    
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% Perform second addition and modulo operation 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
     
    const=[de2bi(F,7) E]; 
    sa=bi2de(z)+bi2de(const)+Y2;         
    index=mod(sa,79);                     % index of register bank 
     
    
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% Choose frequency from bank of registers 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
     
    f_even=0:2:78; 
    f_odd=1:2:77; 
    f=[f_even f_odd]; 
    if index==0                                      % addresses overlapping BT channels 
        frequency(count)=2473;            
    elseif index==1 
        frequency(count)=2475; 
    elseif index==2 
        frequency(count)=2477; 
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    elseif index==3 
        frequency(count)=2479; 
    elseif index==41 
        frequency(count)=2476; 
    elseif index==42 
        frequency(count)=2478; 
    elseif index==43 
        frequency(count)=2480; 
    else 
        frequency(count)=f(index)+2396;        % addresses all other BT channels 
    end 
    count=count+1; 
end 
table(1,:)=timetick; 
table(2,:)=frequency; 
wk1write('Cw 0 dBm test',table');                 % outputs FHS to wk1 file 
toc 
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APPENDIX D:  Matlab code for the function, received_pwr 

 

function [Pr,CIR,Avg_CIR,Avg_PER,Packet_Errors] = 
received_pwr(Oven_Pwr,BT_channel,BT_pwr,num_packets) 
 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% Calculates Probability of Packet Error on a channel; 
% ch must be between 2-80. 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
 
clc 
start_point=5*BT_channel-9;              % starts at first sweep point of channel 
Pwr=10.^((Oven_Pwr-30)/10);            % converts interfering power values to Watts   
 
ch(:,1)=Pwr(:,start_point);                   % take all 5 points making up channel  
ch(:,2)=Pwr(:,start_point+1);               % over a time period  
ch(:,3)=Pwr(:,start_point+2); 
ch(:,4)=Pwr(:,start_point+3); 
ch(:,5)=Pwr(:,start_point+4); 
 
CIR_co_channel=11;                            % Co-channel CIR for as defined by the Bluetooth specification 
CIR=BT_pwr-30-(10*log10(ch));        % estimates channel C/I threshold for packet errors 
 
% Determine PER across channel 
for j=1:5                               
count=0; 
x=CIR(:,j) 
for i=1:length(CIR(:,1)) 
        if x(i)<CIR_co_channel    
        count=count+1;                       % counts no. of times CIR falls below Bluetooth defined CIR 
    end 
    sum(j)=count; 
    PER(j)=sum(j)/length(ch(:,1));         % PER=(total instances of interfering Pr) 
end                                           % /(total # of Pr values) 
end 
 
Avg_CIR=mean(mean(CIR)) 
Avg_PER=mean(PER)                                     % Average PER on channel         
Packet_Errors=ceil(Avg_PER*num_packets)/2        % Number of packet errors 
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APPENDIX E:  Procedure for calculating Experiment Graphs 

 

 

This Appendix presents a step by step procedure to creating the Microsoft Excel bar 

graphs from the experimental data.  Before these steps can be followed, the Protocol 

Analyzer’s log file containing the data packet information must be imported into an Excel 

spreadsheet.   

 

1. Create six total spreadsheets tabs in a new Excel workbook.  These should be 

 labeled Data (for DM and DH packets), Null, Recoverable Errors, Non 

 Recoverable Errors, Lost channels and Composite Data. 

 

2. In the Composite Data spreadsheet, name a column for: Channel number, Data, 

 Null, Recoverable Errors, Non Recoverable Errors, Total Predicted, Total 

 Counted and Lost Channels.   

   

2. In the Analyzer’s data workbook, sort data by the Data Descriptor column- 

 Column G. 

 

3. Copy all the rows containing actual data packets from the Analyzer’s data 

 workbook and paste into the Data spreadsheet of the newly created workbook.  

 These will be described as DM1 (3) / DH1 (3), Start of fragmentation or 

 Continuation of fragmentation.  

 

4. Delete all the data columns except for the one containing the frequency values.  

 When deleting columns, shift data to the left so the all the frequency values end 

 up in the first column (Column A).   

 

5. Remove the MHz text from all the frequency values by using Excel’s Replace All 

 command.   
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6. Sort the frequency values in ascending order. 

 

7. Copy this edited column and paste into the adjacent column (Column B). 

 

8. Save the spreadsheet as a Comma Separate Value (CSV) file with the same name 

 as the data being processed (i.e. DM1 (3) / DH1 (3), Null, etc.). 

 

9. Run the channel_counter.m Matlab function and read in this file name. 

 

10. Copy the function’s outputted counted recordings of data / channel into the 

 corresponding column of the Excel Composite spreadsheet. 

 

11. Repeat Steps 3-10 for all other data types:  Null, Recoverable Errors, Non 

 Recoverable Errors. 

 

12. Re-sort the Analyzer’s data workbook by Column A to read timetick values in 

 ascending order.   

 

13. Input the first and last timetick values into the fh_scheme.m Matlab program.  

 The program will output a Worksheet1 (WK1) file containing all predicted 

 transmission frequency values from the starting time to ending time of 

 experiment. 

 

14. Copy these frequency values into the Lost Channels spreadsheet of the newly 

 created workbook.  Repeat Steps 6-10, and for the last step, place the counted 

 channels into the Total Predicted column. 

 

15. In the Total Counted column of the Composite spreadsheet, sum all counted data 

 types (Columns B-E) for all 79 Bluetooth channels.   
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16. In the Lost Channel column of the Composite spreadsheet, subtract the Total 

 Predicted (Column F) from the Total Counted (Column G) for all channels. 

 

17. Plot all data in the range from Channel 2 to Channel 80 as a Stacked Column 

 Graph.   

 

18. Save the new workbook as a Microsoft Excel Worksheet file. 
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APPENDIX F:  Matlab code for the function, channel_counter.m 

 

function fhs = channel_counter(file_name, length) 
 
% This function takes a .csv file and determines how many times each frequency channel 
% appears. The file_name must be inputted in the format 'filename.csv' and the length field 
% is the total number of rows in the spreadsheet file plus 1. 
% The file must have two columns with the channels listed in column 2 (it does not matter what 
% appears in column 1), and the data must be previously sorted from channel 2402 to 2480. 
 
index = 1; 
complete = 0; 
j = 1; 
i = 2402; 
 
seq = csvread(file_name); 
 
while ((i <= 2480) & (complete == 0)) 
   count = 0; 
   done = 0; 
   while done == 0 
      if(seq(j,2) == i) 
         count = count + 1; 
         j = j + 1; 
         if(j == length) 
            complete = 1; 
            done = 1; 
         end 
      else 
         done = 1; 
         fhs(index,1) = i; 
         fhs(index,2) = count; 
         index = index + 1; 
         i = i + 1; 
      end 
   end 
end 
 
fhs(index,1) = i; 
fhs(index,2) = count; 
                  
fhs 
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APPENDIX G:  Spectral Interference Data for Emerson and G.E. Ovens 
 

 
List of Figures: 
 
Figure G-1.  Emerson oven interfering from the room across the hall 
Figure G-2.  G.E. oven interfering from the room across the hall 
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Figure G-1.  Emerson oven interfering from the room across the hall. 
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Figure G-2.  G.E. oven interfering from the room across the hall. 
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